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Exploring Opportunity in America:
Immigrant Entrepreneurship and Rags to Riches Success
INTRODUCTION
The United States is, indeed, a land of vast opportunity. A diverse group of
individuals continually benefit from the prospects provided by this inherently free nation.
Although some constraints in America have prevented people from realizing their
ultimate potentials, this nation offers immense possibilities overall to progress socially,
economically, and culturally. America allows for people of all socioeconomic, religious,
racial, and ethnic backgrounds to take full advantage of the various opportunities offered
by this mainly egalitarian land.
I will demonstrate how various people have emerged from disadvantaged
circumstances to succeed in the United States. In America, the majority of successful
individuals are self-made.1 In fact, roughly 80% of American millionaires have earned
their money by themselves, rather than through inheritance or as the result of family
fortune.2 Such accounts of achievement are not rare in the United States.
In “What Makes America Unique,” Dinesh D’Souza appreciates the distinct
quality of success in the United States: “Other countries can produce success stories too,
but they are atypical and improbable. Wealth in the Third World, and even in Europe, is
frequently the product of birth or inheritance. In America, by contrast, every city
abounds with immigrants who came to the United States with nothing and now run
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thriving businesses with dozens, if not hundreds, of employees.”3 Throughout America,
businesses created by immigrants and other self-made entrepreneurs continue to flourish.
Capitalism has made upward mobility possible. Specifically, in a capitalist
system, individuals own and manage the production process for private benefit. Central
to capitalism is a free market economy, which profoundly affects politics, society, and
culture. In a free market environment, individuals trade independently, without excessive
external control. Thus, supply and demand naturally drive economic results. Capitalism
diverges from other social, economic, political structures in that its means of production
are uninhibited by overbearing authority or communal command. Instead, in a free
enterprise culture, most properties and industries are privately owned.
The contrast between capitalism and feudalism is illuminating in this respect. In a
feudal society, the ruler establishes the laws, acquiring full land control and custody.
Moreover, under feudalism, the inherited property owners possess executive and legal
authority over much of the peasant class.4 As a result, individual liberties and public
powers are only marginally separated. Individual inheritance commonly influences local
issues, therefore promoting inflexible and predetermined affluence.5
A related distinction exists between capitalism and communism, as well as
between capitalism and socialism. In contrast to a capitalist system, workers jointly own
the means of production under a communist organization. In other words, everyone
shares the product of labor equally. Additionally, in a socialist society, the state owns
and controls the means of production. Individual prospects for socio-economic mobility
are limited in this respect, because large amounts of personal income are collected and
contribute to projects of social welfare.
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More problematic, perhaps, is that it is difficult to rise above one’s acquired
socio-economic class in societies that are not capitalist. By contrast, the free market
creates vast opportunities for economic and social mobility in the United States.
Individuals are able to move beyond the social class into which they have been born.
Consequently, the composition of America’s social fabric is continually evolving. The
United States’ free enterprise system enables individuals to create their own profitable
undertakings.
Indeed, the possibilities for individuals from disadvantaged backgrounds to create
their own businesses are very real in America. For instance, venture capitalists provide
the financial assistance required to form a business enterprise to newly arrived business
owners and developers. Throughout our nation’s history, entrepreneurs have shaped our
economy and culture by creating new enterprises that benefit countless others.
Entrepreneurs expand the United States’ economy through the creation of career
opportunities and jobs for those employed by their organizations. Often, those who are
self-made feel a moral obligation to benefit others beyond themselves.
In the United States individuals have the opportunity to emerge from the social
class into which they were born. They have the rare chance to recreate their economic,
professional, and social position. Moreover, America’s free enterprise system enables
social mobility that results from an individual’s merit and effort. Therefore, I will claim
that the United States’ social flexibility allows diligent and resolute individuals to
advance socially, economically, culturally, and politically, despite their family
backgrounds.
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Such American achievement originates with the resolute individual who has
ambition and drive. The extensive number of opportunities in this nation suggests that
individuals are rewarded for their achievements and abilities. Accordingly, in America, a
determined and proficient individual can economically and socially emerge. This
democratic free society therefore attracts countless immigrants to American shores, and
provides this country with an allure for those who are disadvantaged abroad. The
prospect for advancement often justifies the decision of the immigrant to leave familiar
friends, families, and homes behind to reinvent himself or herself in America. In
growing numbers, immigrants are becoming entrepreneurs in the United States because
of their newly achieved independence and economic self-determination.

AMERICAN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
The United States’ capitalist system stimulates entrepreneurship, enabling free
enterprise to facilitate class mobility. Dinesh D’Souza argues that a free enterprise
structure advances the development of a socially and economically fluid society:
“Capitalism…produces a dynamic, mobile society in which people rarely end up living
where they were born” (139).6 In America, the individual controls his or her own life,
and is endowed with the power to adjust social, cultural, and financial status accordingly.
In other words, the American has the sovereign ability to establish and direct his or her
entrepreneurial endeavors. In America, under a capitalist system, individual innovation
and progress is revered and often rewarded.
Specifically, an entrepreneur is an individual responsible for the establishment,
administration, and difficulties of a business undertaking.7 As the creator of a new
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business enterprise, an entrepreneur presents an innovative service or previously
marketed product in a novel or established market, whether for a profit or not-for-profit
venture.8 Manifestly, the entrepreneurial range and its possibilities are endless.
In Entrepreneurs Are Made Not Born, Lloyd E. Shefsky offers a precise
description of entrepreneurship, emphasizing the way that individuals cultivate and
transform a business’s foundation: “I define an entrepreneur as someone who enters a
business—any business—in time to form or change substantially that business’s nerve
center” (5).9 Thus, the manner through which an individual acquires his/her business is
irrelevant to the definition of entrepreneur, Shefsky explains. Entrepreneurs are the
individuals who expand and transform a company’s base and foundation.10
Understanding that the United States’ free enterprise system rewards individual
accomplishment, American entrepreneurs follow their business aspirations accordingly.
Shefsky celebrates entrepreneurial courage by identifying it as a model for the American
character:
Just having the determination to follow their [entrepreneurs’] dreams entitles them
to respect and admiration and makes them the envy of those who thought about it
but ‘chickened out.’ Entrepreneurs are accorded almost as much respect as
patriots and heroes; they are, after all, the prototype of the American persona.
Ask foreigners to describe a typical American businessperson, and they will
portray an entrepreneur. (1)11
As Shefsky’s words convey, valuing individual will is embedded in the American
tradition. Historically and currently, individualism has been and remains a fundamental
value in American culture. The individual who sets himself/herself apart or distinguishes
himself/herself from others through his or her hard work, aptitude, ability, and
determination is often celebrated in America. Additionally, the capacity to create a
business enterprise on one’s own is highly revered by this nation. The power and
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opportunity for individuals in the United States to transform talent, ingenuity,
determination, and passion is palpable.
Likewise, Americans embrace the right to the “pursuit of happiness” initially
expressed in the Declaration of Independence.12 In the United States, individuals control
their own futures. All American citizens possess personal power and command over
themselves. Dinesh D’Souza includes Nobel laureate V.S. Naipaul’s examination to
characterize or distinguish the unbridled optimism and opportunity found in the United
States:
‘It is an elastic idea; it fits all men. It implies a certain kind of society, a certain
kind of awakened spirit. So much is contained in it: the idea of the individual,
responsibility, choice, the life of the intellect, the idea of vocation and
perfectibility and achievement. It is an immense human idea. It cannot be
reduced to a fixed system.’ (D’Souza 85)13
The “pursuit of happiness” connotes the significance of independence and personal
prerogative. Thus, the individual in America decides how he or she desires and intends
to live his or her life. In America the government or any national authority does not
determine or direct the individual’s life. Moreover, V.S. Naipaul suggests that severe and
inflexible societies are unable to embrace these precious ideals. Although the United
States does not promise individual satisfaction, it does ensure autonomy and the personal
freedom to achieve contentment.14 Working cautiously and prudently has been and
continues to be an enduring American phenomenon. Those who have dreamt of
achievement, prominence, and affluence15 were determined to exert the necessary efforts
to attain their goals. Many Americans strove for financial freedom in order to progress
socially. Thus, their ultimate objective was not always exclusively for the acquisition of
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excessive riches.16 In addition to hard work and determination, religious conviction and
faith were regularly instrumental to the individual’s upward mobility.17
This connection between financial success and spiritual enhancement has long
defined the American psyche, as many aspiring entrepreneurs have embraced what has
come to be known as the Protestant work ethic. In late nineteenth century Max Weber
originated the concept of the “protestant work ethic.” Weber argued that the Puritan ethic
shaped capitalism. The Protestant or Puritan work ethic affirmed that one’s success was
determined not by hope and faith alone, but also through earnest effort and industry. As a
guiding principle, the Protestant work ethic emphasized and continues to stress the
significance of hard work, excellence, and the “goodness of labor.” The code originates
from the religious and economic American culture of the 1800s, and it has since been
associated with national prosperity.18 Shefsky realizes that the Protestant work ethic
transcends a single religious denomination by illustrating that persistence and proficiency
can apply to those who make the effort.19
Related to this work-oriented doctrine is the American founders’ idea of
commerce as positive and valuable. According to D’Souza, the designers of the early
American society viewed entrepreneurship as the efficient and effective means to satisfy
the public’s desires:
The founders established a regime in which the self-interest of entrepreneurs and
workers would be directed toward serving the wants and needs of others. In this
view, the ordinary life, devoted to production, serving the customer, and
supporting a family, is a noble and dignified endeavor. Hard work, once
considered a curse, now becomes socially acceptable, even honorable. (92)20
As evidenced by this passage, business and trade undertakings assumed worthy and
righteous characteristics. Today entrepreneurs continue to provide goods and services
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that fulfill the unmet needs of a wider public, thus contributing to a socio-economic and
cultural web of relations that extends beyond the self.
Appreciating individual willpower, the founders instituted a government that only
had partial authority for American citizens.21 Therefore, these American founders
formed a system that embraced financial, political, and spiritual liberty. They ensured
that in the United States, individuals have the capacity to determine and influence their
own future:
The founders invented a new regime in which citizens could enjoy a wide berth of
freedom—economic freedom, political freedom, and freedom of speech and
religion—in order to shape their own lives and pursue happiness. By separating
religion from government, and by directing the energies of the citizens toward
trade and commerce, the American founders created a rich, dynamic, and tolerant
society that is now the hope of countless immigrants and a magnet for the world.
(94)22
Indeed, Americans admire and encourage individual determination and resolve.
American entrepreneurship enables people to construct their own future. Moreover, this
tradition of free enterprise promotes open trade. Benjamin Franklin, who knew this
nation not as the United States but as a series of colonies belonging to Britain, recognized
the benefits of free enterprise: “No nation is ever ruined by free trade.”23 In America
political, social, and cultural liberty is based on economic freedom. It further stimulates
individual drive and tenacity because our country respects virtues of industry.
In effect, the application of the American Dream teaches us that individual
success in the United States is the result of hard work, valor, and resolve. Transmitted
through generations by initial European colonists and pioneers, these ideals have
originated, but eventually differed, from the traditional “old world” European standard
and strict social order. Though the Protestant work ethic had its European roots, the
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values associated with the American Dream have long represented a pioneering embrace
of autonomy that encourages upward social movement, which provides an alternative to
Old World aristocracy. Resultantly, the vast opportunities that have existed in the United
States regularly attract people from oppressed national circumstances and backgrounds.
In fact, countless masses of people have, for generations, risked their lives to
come to this nation in pursuit of the American Dream and to flee from discrimination and
maltreatment in their home countries. Throngs of immigrants have committed
themselves to enduring arduous and treacherous journeys, all to avoid the deprivations
and deficiencies of their native countries. In contrast to the repressive countries from
which many escape, the United States assures its citizens economic protection and
political freedoms.24
Clearly, the available opportunities in the United States are distinct from the
living standards in many other countries. For instance, not all countries reward hard
work, determination, and skill as does the United States. Dinesh D’Souza reflects upon,
as an extreme example, the desperation and severe living conditions that characterize the
existence in much of the Third World. He juxtaposes the despair of deprived Third
World residents with the privileges, rights, and opportunities of Americans. Most often,
people living in Third World countries are not rewarded according to their efforts and
hard work; instead, they are constantly struggling for their survival. They work
relentlessly, notwithstanding inconceivable adversity and suffering: “These people
[residents of the Third World] are performing very hard labor, but they are getting
nowhere. The best they can hope for is to survive for another day. Their clothes are
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tattered, their teeth are rotted, and disease and death constantly loom over the horizon”
(76).25 Much of the Third World experiences shortages in basic human needs.
In contrast, opportunities in this nation are considerable/ extensive for immigrants
from such unfortunate places. D’Souza, an immigrant himself, demonstrates that
immigrants in the United States recognize these opportunities, appreciating the prospects
in America that others often take for granted and have come to expect:
In America, the immigrant immediately recognizes, things are different. The
newcomer who sees America for the first time typically experiences emotions that
alternate between wonder and delight. Here is a country where everything works:
the roads are clean and paper smooth, the highway signs are clear and accurate,
the public toilets function properly, when you pick up the telephone you get a dial
tone, you can even buy things from the store and then take them back. For the
Third World visitor, the American supermarket is a thing to behold: endless aisles
of every imaginable product, fifty different types of cereal, multiple flavors of ice
cream. The place is full of countless unappreciated inventions: quilted toilet
paper, fabric softener, cordless telephones, disposable diapers, roll-on luggage,
deodorant. Most countries even today do not have these benefits. (77)26
Such variety and option are widely attainable throughout America. Even the middle class
live relatively well here (compared to the poor in other countries), though poverty
remains a socioeconomic and cultural issue that needs addressing.27 Such basic
American amenities are not necessarily accessible to the general population in other
countries. Understandably, generations upon generations of immigrants are captivated by
this widespread access to resources and freedoms in this nation.
Demonstrably, the nineteenth and twentieth century immigration cycles
demonstrate the widespread embrace of and desire for personal liberty. In search of the
American Dream, many immigrants traveled to the Rocky Mountains of the American
West desiring gold during the Gold Rushes of the mid to late 1800s. Convinced that the
American streets were paved with gold, a sizeable number of Chinese and Japanese
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immigrants came to the United States during the mid nineteenth century. Many were
motivated by the seemingly superior economic prospects in America.28
Likewise, Europeans, in large numbers, were eager to come to the States to avoid
the consequences of Napoleon in Europe. Desperate to flee from the oppressive
dominion of Western Europe and their “post-feudal” economies, members of the peasant
class sought a better life in America. The Irish Potato Famine instigated the exodus of
destitute Western Europeans. Actually, as a result of the collapse of Ireland’s principal
food crop, Irish immigration to the United States significantly grew during the mid
1800s. Similarly, many escaped from the “highland clearances” in Scotland.
Unlike other governments and societies, our country initially adopted and
embraced principles of self-determination. Immigrants from Eastern and Southern
Europe, including Italians, Poles, Greeks, Jews, and Russians, continued to journey here
during the late ninetieth and early twentieth centuries.29 By contrast, most immigrants
coming to the United States today are from Latin America and Asia (rather than from
Europe).
Throughout American history, people worldwide have anxiously fled from
tyrannical rule and oppressive governments. In addition to being persecuted, these
immigrants have felt frustrated by despotic regimes because they recognize that their
social, economic, political status is predetermined. Consequently, because their
individual achievements are routinely disregarded in these rigid systems, the motivation
to work further to cultivate adeptness diminishes. Thus, a fatalistic outlook toward the
prospects of one’s future is not unwarranted before these people begin to place their faith
in America.
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A repressive socio-economic order does not exist in the United States, mainly
because the democratic society in America prevents the existence of a nobility class. The
condition into which one is born does not control one’s future life.30 Therefore, in the
United States, one can shape one’s own destiny and expectations:
In America, by contrast, you get to write the script of your own life…In most
parts of the world your identity and your fate are to a large extent handed to you;
in America, you determine them for yourself. In America your destiny is not
prescribed; it is constructed. Your life is like a blank sheet of paper, and you are
the artist. This notion of being the architect of your own destiny is the incredibly
powerful idea that is behind the worldwide appeal of America. Young people
especially find irresistible the prospect of being in the driver’s seat, of authoring
the narrative of their own lives. So too the immigrant discovers that America
permits him to break free of the constraints that have held him captive, so that the
future becomes a landscape of his own choosing. (D’Souza 83, 84)31
By having the prerogative to choose for themselves, Americans cultivate their own
individualities.32 Dinesh D’Souza argues that the quality of life is generally superior in
the United States to that of other countries worldwide.
D’Souza attributes the high standard of living to the democratic social system in
the United States. In America, the affluent are not politically superior to underprivileged
citizens. Conversely, in autocratic nations, the affluent are regarded with superiority by
virtue of their birthright: “In the United States the social ethic is egalitarian, and this is
unaffected by the inequalities of wealth in the country…The American view is that the
rich guy may have more money, but he isn’t in any fundamental sense better than you are
(D’Souza 77-8).33 In other words, the aristocratic structures equate prosperity and
monetary possession with social worth. The underclass acts submissively toward the
wealthy under such systems. On the contrary, despite the United States’ heterogeneous
economic composition, all citizens are entitled to the same, uniform civil liberties.34 The
United States’ embrace of democratic social values is significant because this nation’s
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egalitarian rights provide the opportunities for citizens to thrive socio-economically,
despite having emerged from underprivileged circumstances.
Late nineteenth century leading entrepreneurs confirmed the advantageous
consequences of embracing the opportunities afforded by a democratic economically and
socially fluid society. The autonomous values, specifically, the personal ability to control
one’s own life, inspired and motivated individuals to work hard. Exercising their
personal and private freedoms, many individuals in America had created massive
businesses and secured their affluence, in spite of their humble and often impoverished
beginnings; in effect, they inspired and continue to encourage others to follow suit.
Regardless of these backgrounds, entrepreneurs’ notable attainment of prosperity and
fortune demonstrates that with ability, aptitude, motivation, and grit, one can become
extremely successful.
In the United States, an individual has the opportunity to make socioeconomic
progress in a single generation because of the absence of formally imposed class
boundaries.35 The life of the steel mogul Andrew Carnegie demonstrates the prospect of
such advancement. Carnegie’s working-class family immigrated to the United States in
1838 from Scotland, settling in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.36 Convinced that he would
eventually be rewarded for his work ethic, Andrew started working as a bobbin boy in a
Pittsburgh cotton factory when he was 13 years old, for $1.20 per week.37 Then, two
years later, a telegraph company employed Carnegie as a messenger boy. He became a
telegrapher at age seventeen, earning $25 per month.38 After investing in the railroad and
oil industries, Carnegie identified the profitable potential of steel in America. In 1899, he
combined his various steel companies into Carnegie Steel. Regardless of his
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disadvantaged upbringing, Carnegie became one of the most influential and powerful
entrepreneurs in the American steel industry.39
Entrepreneurs like Carnegie are distinguished by their resolve, ability to manage
risks, confidence, conviction, ingenuity, insight, and enthusiasm. These successful
capitalists doggedly pursue their ideas, believing in their motivations and ensuring their
execution. If they passionately place faith in their visions, the potential for success often
escalates. Entrepreneurial fortitude can overpower transitory and temporary
disappointments. For instance, although Ray Kroc experienced various impediments and
setbacks, he remained determined and resolute. Previously a modest milkshake retailer,
Kroc was convinced that the McDonald’s system had international potential as Shefsky
argues: “From time to time, Ray Kroc may have been discouraged, but he was never
deterred. Instead, he forged ahead. Eventually, he acquired his funding, bought a
successful hamburger stand named McDonald’s, and changed the complexion of drive-in
restaurants and the landscape of the world” (Shefsky 7-8).40
As with Carnegie and Kroc, the fulfillment of an entrepreneur’s dreams is realized
by establishing and following particular objectives.41 Entrepreneurs are committed to
performing even the most basic of tasks in the pursuit of actualizing their ideas and
converting their specific dreams into realities. Shefsky illustrates the intense
commitment that entrepreneurs have toward their aspirations:
Entrepreneurs’ dream is not just about becoming independent but also about a
particular product or service, method of distribution or manufacture, or new form
of marketing or selling. And they are willing to do what it takes to make that
dream real, as long as they do it while working for the best bosses possible—
themselves. Both elements—the business and the ability to determine your own
destiny—must be present if the dream is to be an entrepreneurial dream. (10)42
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The entrepreneur’s initiative has an enduring purpose, while establishing a coherent
means for the attainment of his/her goals.43 Shefsky further elucidates: “The
entrepreneurs’ work ethic is a ‘dream ethic,’ to do whatever is necessary to convert their
dream to a reality” (95).44 In other words, the vision must be adequately comprehensible
and explicit so that the individual’s plan can feasibly materialize. Furthermore, the
entrepreneur must remain prepared for and attuned to the incessantly changing sociofinancial climate. He or she must be flexible and, when necessary, adapt to the external
changing conditions that can occur.45
Because individual preferences and conditions constantly evolve, successful
entrepreneurs are guided by their trust in and conviction about their ideas. Shefsky
highlights the necessity of entrepreneurial poise and confidence: “It’s not that
entrepreneurs take more risk, although some do, but that they focus on the opportunity,
have confidence in their dream and in their ability to make it happen, and see their
alternatives as less exciting, less fulfilling, and dismal” (6).46 Self-assurance enables
entrepreneurs to engage in profit-generating undertakings without succumbing to the
potential threat of taking risks.47 Thus, the way that one approaches and tackles risk is
consequential. With confidence, (self-assured) entrepreneurs determinedly and
relentlessly strive to follow their dreams.
In growing numbers, people are realizing their “American Dream” by creating
and establishing their own businesses. The increasing popularity of entrepreneurship has
influenced and continues to impact the national economy.48 The growing accessibility of
technology has shaped further industries and markets, enhancing the mode of interaction
between entrepreneurial individuals across the globe.49
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Additionally, as the traditional American family transforms, women are
progressively joining the workforce.50 Consequently, the modern family in the United
States has departed from the conventional family structure of a man who works outside
the household and a woman who remains in the domestic realm. Forming one’s own
business enables greater personal autonomy, Glauser explains: “Women also create
businesses because they want more flexibility in juggling career, marriage, and children”
(5).51 Women in the United States currently own and operate 10.6 million businesses,
employing a workforce of 19.1 million.52 The growing number of women working
outside of the household has generated the demand for numerous “home-support”
operations and businesses to assist in organizing and fulfilling domestic obligations. For
instance, childcare, maid services, catalog shopping, and take-out food are home-support
industries.53
In America, one does not have to be wealthy to receive ethical treatment: “The
moral triumph of America is that it has extended the benefits of comfort and affluence,
traditionally enjoyed by very few, to a large segment of society” (D’Souza 78).54 Much
of America’s infrastructure accommodates to people regardless of economic or social
class. In other words, average Americans benefit from protection, self-respect, and
luxuries that would in other cultures be otherwise reserved only for the privileged and
elite.55 Moreover, in the United States, individuals of all economic, social, ethnic
backgrounds have the opportunity and freedom to flourish.
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RAGS TO RICHES
The classical model of an individual’s advancement from poverty to wealth has
been characterized by texts throughout American history as “rags to riches” narratives.
Such stories have long inspired impoverished individuals, romantically generating a
belief in the American Dream, that prominence and prosperity are possible. Specifically,
the mid to late nineteenth-century American novelist Horatio Alger, Jr. demonstrates,
through the characters in his texts, that dedicated, honest, hard work can yield success.
Alger illustrated that the determination and work ethic of struggling bootblacks enabled
their attainment of prosperity and achievement. In other words, the Horatio Alger “rags
to riches” archetype explicitly applies to those who have experienced poverty, hardship,
and domestic unrest as children (Sarachek 439).56 In Great Success Stories, Alan
Farnham recognizes that thriving entrepreneurs in the United States are commonly
associated with Alger’s rags to riches tales:
The lives of many successful entrepreneurs in the United States are frequently
compared to the rags-to-riches stories penned by nineteenth-century American
novelist Horatio Alger. Alger’s heartwarming tales promised that any American
boy—through grit, hard work, pluck, and perseverance—could rise from the most
humble of beginnings to climb the ladder of success and attain great wealth. The
boys in the stories were usually of society’s lowest rank—foundlings, shoeshine
kids, newspaper or delivery boys—and the books always reflected their lowly
early stages of life in titles like Ragged Dick or Tattered Tom. (25)57
As evidenced by this passage, the notion of the self-made individual, one who has been
socially and financially rewarded by his/her own hard work, explains the abundance of
opportunity throughout America.58
Indeed, central to the United States’ distinctiveness is the notion that one has the
capacity to move beyond the social class into which he/she was born.59 Thus, social
mobility and the possibility for individuals to change their economic, professional,
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public, and communal status are attributes that define this land of opportunity. America’s
free enterprise system allows these individuals to move along the social ladder as a
consequence of their achievements.60 However, not every society facilitates the fluid
movement between different social positions in its citizens’ lifetimes. Some cultures
embrace inflexible, hierarchical social orders. For instance, the caste system in the Hindu
culture tends to restrict social movement, complicating patterns of upward mobility;
despite asset accumulation, one does not easily move beyond the caste into which he/she
has been born.61
I argue that the social flexibility inherent in the United States enables
hardworking and determined individuals to progress socially, economically, culturally,
and politically, regardless of their origins, ancestries, or pasts. I challenge Bernard
Sarachek’s demystifying analysis regarding the fallibility of the Horatio Alger model and
American entrepreneurship in general. In his work, “American Entrepreneurship and the
Horatio Alger Myth,” Sarachek suggests that urban, erudite, and cultured individuals
born into privileged financial classes comprise the majority of thriving and influential
business leaders in America. Sarachek asserts:
The American business elite has been predominately native born, urban, better
educated than the general population, and has originated disproportionately from
higher economic classes. These conclusions are not surprising. It might have
been surprising if the business elite were found to have emerged predominantly
from the poor and less educated, and the immigrant, farm or working-class
populations. Such origins would infer a rapid displacement of elite members, the
possibility of rapid and massive disaggregation of family fortunes, and the loss of
family aggrandizement as a motivating consideration in the minds of aspiring
businessmen. This, however, was apparently not the case. (439)62
While the American business elite often remains in the upper economic categories, it is
not to say that others, from less fortunate backgrounds and circumstances, do not
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progress economically and socially in the United States. Despite Sarachek’s skepticism
about the Horatio Alger model, evidence of flourishing immigrant entrepreneurs who
have emerged from humble and underprivileged backgrounds affirms the opportunities
available in America.
Tom Monaghan, the founder of Domino’s Pizza, who formed a billion dollar
operation from nothing, personifies this entrepreneurial spirit. Monaghan’s life
exemplifies the Horatio Alger paradigm, and he therefore personifies the American
Dream. Despite his meager and disadvantaged upbringing, his resolve, valor, and
conviction made him truly successful in America. Farnham accurately describes Tom
Monaghan’s social and economic aggrandizement as evidence for the “rags to riches”
reality: “The life of Tom Monaghan is the perfect Alger story: orphanage at 4,
multimillionaire at 33” (25).63
In fact, Monaghan and his brother, Jim, grew up in several foster homes and
orphanages, after their father died on Christmas Eve when Tom was only four years old.
Earning a mere salary of $27.50 per week, Monaghan’s mother was unable to support her
two sons as a single parent.64 In one of the numerous orphanages into which he was
placed, Tom was first exposed to and acquired an understanding of the value of
honorable work:
Monaghan began imagining a life after the orphanage, often day-dreaming while
polishing the oak floors of St. Joseph’s. He took unusual pride in his work,
usually rubbing the floors with wax-coated paper bread wrappers and then
following by buffing with a blanket. The home emphasized the Catholic value of
a strong work ethic, a model which Monaghan would adopt for the rest of his life.
(Farnham 27)65
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As expressed by Farnham’s commentary, Monaghan had benefited from the commitment
and dedication to the task at hand; such an ethos was developed during his childhood, not
in the private context of his home, but rather in an extended domestic situation.
In addition to the lessons of the orphanage, Tom was motivated by historical
models as well. One such figure was Abraham Lincoln who, once a poor Illinois farm
boy, was able to become President through sheer determination. Always a hard worker,
Monaghan took jobs to support a college education.66 He borrowed $900 in 1960 to buy
a pizzeria in Ypsilanti, Michigan. He labored industriously, devoting 100 hours per
week, seven days a week to the business in the beginning, without taking any vacations.67
Eventually, Monaghan’s plan was to sell pizza delivered hot and fresh within 30 minutes
of the customer’s order. Cleverly and creatively, he established various branches in
college and military base areas.68
The rapid, significant growth of Monaghan’s business is clearly evident and quite
impressive. There were more than 200 Domino locations during the late 1970s, and the
chain expanded even more dramatically in the 1980s. For instance, Domino’s sales
amounted to more than $1 billion in 1985 and, in 1988, sales were more than double
those of 1985 (sales in 1988 were over $2 billion). Moreover, occupying more than
5,000 locations, Domino’s became the favored, premier pizza delivery business
worldwide by the end of the 1980s.69 Currently, Domino’s employs 115,000 people
working in the more than 5,300 locations and establishments. The company has over
$2.5 billion in annual sales.70 In fact, Monaghan’s projected personal net worth is $485
million, enough to include him in Forbes Magazine’s list of the 400 richest Americans.71
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In spite of his success, Tom Monaghan acknowledges that he has encountered
obstacles along the way. Monaghan’s will and determination to succeed have allowed
him to overcome various hindrances. His brother and only business partner, Jim’s,
withdrawal from the company transiently suppressed his personal will and aspiration.
Then, Tom Monaghan discovered that his new partner was stealing from the
restaurants.72 His partner’s embezzlement nearly led to Monaghan’s bankruptcy. Tom
Monaghan was further thwarted/ challenged by a fire that destroyed his anchor store.73
Farnham highlights Monaghan’s unwavering and resolute tenacity: “Yet after each of the
many setbacks, Monaghan would dust himself off and continue to climb back up the hill”
(26).74 Instead of wallowing in the pain of these “setbacks,” Monaghan viewed such
impediments as vehicles that could inspire improvement: “I feel that all these setbacks
were tools for me to learn from” (Farnham 25).75
Tom Monaghan trusts that in America everyone has the opportunity to be
successful if he/she is strong-minded. When asked what the American Dream means to
him, Tom optimistically replies: “I believe everyone on Earth has a certain goal/dream in
life. I also believe anyone can achieve this if they set their minds to it.”76 Particularly,
Monaghan proves that entrepreneurs can excel by being confident and by establishing
high standards that can be realistically met (25, 26).77
As Monaghan’s life demonstrates, the realities, experiences, and consequences of
growing up in underprivileged environments can instill invaluable qualities in many such
individuals. Specifically, several entrepreneurs whose life experiences fit the “rags to
riches” model were forced to start working at young ages in order to support themselves
and their families. This need to provide for one’s family at such a young age usually
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engenders a strong work ethic, which has been shared by many “self-made”
entrepreneurs.
For instance, Ray Kassar, the former CEO of Atari, began working diligently
during his childhood (Watson 96).78 Furthermore, Kassar made sacrifices along the way:
he had to work while in college to provide for himself and to afford his education (95).79
Similarly, Howard Lester, the CEO of Williams Sonoma, had several jobs as a youth
because of his family’s limited financial resources. He worked in college as well (1045).80 Likewise, venture capitalist Nick Nickolas came from an underprivileged
environment, requiring him to work constantly throughout his childhood. Nickolas
admits that he started at the “bottom” (117, 120).81
Each entrepreneur that I am focusing on has encountered some obstacle or
difficulty that has interfered with his or her path to success. However, what makes an
entrepreneur thrive and prosper is his/her spirit and ability to plow through the hindrances
that he/she confronts. For instance, Tom Monaghan (the founder of Domino’s Pizza)
recovered from each financial and personal setback that he met in his quest to transform
his entrepreneurial vision into reality. Monaghan’s determination and persistence
prevailed even in the face of difficulties: “Along the way to success…I might have had
eight or nine setbacks, two or three of them serious, and the last one was the most severe.
The others were just bumps on the road that I had to handle compared to the last one. But
I never lost hope that things would work out in my favor. Never” (Farnham 26).82 Tom
demonstrates the power that an individual’s strength of mind has over adversity.
Moreover, in Glorious Accidents Michael J. Glauser explains that resiliency is an
indispensable entrepreneurial quality: “Entrepreneurs are masters at hiking over
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mountains, scaling around barriers, and crawling under hurdles. It’s an attitude of
personal responsibility that fuels these feats” (Glauser 140).83 Furthermore,
entrepreneurs’ resolve stimulates and inspires them to persevere and continue to pursue
the solution and their goals (by challenging and overcoming personal hardships).84
Like Monaghan, Herman Cain persisted and therefore rose above the numerous
setbacks that he experienced due to his deprived background. Now, Cain, recipient of the
1996 Horatio Alger Award (among other accolades), is the chairman of Godfather’s
Pizza, Inc. and the vice chairman of Retail DNA.85 He has overcome his underprivileged
and humble childhood as an African American in racially divided Georgia to reach
incredible heights of success. To support his family, Herman Cain’s father had three
jobs, one of which was as a chauffeur for the CEO of Coca-Cola.86
The younger Cain was the first person in his family to graduate from college. In
1967, he received a bachelor’s degree in mathematics from Morehouse College.
Additionally, while he was employed as a mathematician for the Department of the Navy,
he obtained a master’s degree from Purdue University.87 He then worked as an analyst at
the Coca-Cola Company before becoming the Vice President of Corporate Systems and
Services of the Pillsbury Company. In 1982, five years after joining the Pillsbury
Company, Herman Cain began working at the company’s Burger King Division, in which
he had much success.88 Shortly following his promotion to president of the Godfather’s
Pizza, Inc. chain in 1986, the franchise became lucrative. Having just two years of
experience at Godfather’s Pizza, Inc., Herman Cain headed a buyout of the business from
Pillsbury.89
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In 1988, Cain was nominated to the Board of Directors of the National Restaurant
Association (NRA).90 Two years prior to becoming the CEO and president of the
National Restaurant Association, the food industry’s foremost exchange institution, Cain
became the first black president of the board of the organization in 1994.91 In fact, Cain
was included among the most politically powerful Washington lobbyists in Fortune
magazine’s “Power 25.”92 As if his achievements up until this point were not sufficient,
in 1999, Cain became CEO and president of the software technology company
RetailDNA. This position enabled him to incorporate his restaurant knowledge into the
technology market.93
Unmistakably, he triumphed over racial and financial hardship, enabling him to
ascend through the corporate ranks. In The Entrepreneur’s Creed, Merrill Oster and
Mike Hamel illustrate Herman’s progression: “Herman Cain grew up poor in the racially
segregated South, but this hasn’t stopped him from exerting a powerful influence in every
setting he’s found himself, from high school to corporate boardrooms” (57).94 Cain has
worked even harder to prove himself and his capabilities as an African American from an
underprivileged background. He is inspired to disprove the low expectations that others
have had for him: “My own motivation has come from a deep desire to exceed
expectations and make a difference…The color of my skin has never been a barrier to
performance or success inside of me, but it’s sometimes been a barrier to others around
me. Performance that exceeds expectations is the best response to ill-informed attitudes”
(Hamel and Oster 58).95
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In fact, Cain explains that he became successful by ignoring those hindrances to
his upward mobility. Throughout his corporate experience, he has triumphed over
various impediments, thus exemplifying his fortitude:
At the Department of the Navy, I overcame the barrier of ‘color’ in the minds of
others. At the Coca-Cola Company I overcame the barrier of ‘low expectations.’
At the Pillsbury Company I overcame the barrier of being the ‘young whippersnapper.’ At Burger King I overcame the barrier of being the ‘old dude’ from
Pillsbury and the barrier that others wanted me to fail. At Godfather’s I overcame
the barrier of disbelief that we could ‘yank victory from the jaws of defeat.’
(Hamel and Oster 60-1)96
Herman Cain does not deny that he has encountered difficulties in his life, but he does
emphasize that his method of overcoming these obstacles led to his success. His
relentless willpower and inner strength have allowed him to surpass all that seemed to
stand in his way.
Similarly, Emma Chappell, the founder of the United Bank of Philadelphia, was
born into a racially and socio-economically disadvantaged home. An African American
woman, Chappell does not deny the reality of her humble beginnings: “‘You have to
understand that my whole life has been a series of crises. I’m not someone who was born
with a silver spoon in their mouth’” (qtd. in Farnham 107).97 As implied by her language
and tone, Chappell has encountered several tragedies and misfortunes throughout her life
(107).98 After her mother died when Emma was just fourteen years old, she approached
her minister for advice and support. Even though the banking profession seldom
employed Africans Americans in Philadelphia at that time, Chappell’s minister initially
introduced her to the industry (109).99
Although experiencing adversity as a member of a minority group, she defied and
continues to defy racial and gendered stereotypes imposed on her by others: “She [Emma
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Chappell] herself, however, is neither male, nor white, nor to the manor born. She’s a
big, robust African American woman, exuberant, and alive with far more humor than one
would expect from the average bank’s CEO” (107).100 Through her character and
determination, she has been able to circumvent barriers imposed on her black race and
female gender.
In fact, in 1977, at the age of 34, Emma Chappell rose to the pinnacle of her field,
becoming the first African American vice president in Continental’s history (111).101
Furthermore, Chappell’s success proves that the United Bank of Philadelphia looks
beyond race to pure merit (107).102 Her self-determination diligence, and perseverance,
has truly facilitated her success: “Nothing in the world can take the place of
persistence…Be determined to accomplish your goal’” (Farnham 117, 122).103 She is
relentlessly committed to her undertakings, refusing to let any setbacks prevent her from
persevering.
Just as Emma Chappell proved that minority women are capable of thriving as
entrepreneurs, Ruth Handler demonstrated that she could be a profitable corporate female
executive. Not only did Handler, a second-generation Jewish immigrant, manage and
direct the Mattel Toy Company effectively, but she also co-founded the corporation. She
virtually created the business from scratch in a garage as a mom and pop
establishment.104 She worked hard, applying her inherited industrious and passionate
ethic from her humble youth, to her various ventures.105 Since then, Mattel has evolved
into a successful company. Handler’s vision became reality: “I like to think of my life as
an impossible dream” (Farnham 85). For instance, the immensely lucrative Barbie doll
has become an extremely influential American image and symbol.106
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However, Ruth Handler’s accomplishments did not arrive without her share of
uphill battles. She admits that she experienced difficulties in her drive to gain respect as
a female corporate superior, at a time when few women were occupying principal
business positions. Handler reveals the obstructions that she encountered as a woman
and her ability to challenge these hindrances by breaking them down: “In those days
back when I started in the business, there were no other women running a company. The
biggest hurdle for me was to be accepted as a boss, and as a leader” (Farnham 67).107
Nevertheless, having to confront conventional gender expectations did not discourage or
thwart Ruth Handler’s entrepreneurial mission.
Handler demonstrates to the public the possibility that a woman can occupy an
important role in the business world, while also maintaining her commitment to her
family and children. Her status as a woman, as well as her role as a mother, did not
prevent Handler from operating a business, as she balanced domesticity with work. Her
ability to be a successful businesswoman, as well as an inspiring maternal figure, is
empowering to other women:
This voyage by Ruth Handler, wife and mother of a 3-year-old daughter, would
eventually catapult a small company into mega-million-dollar balance sheets and,
many years afterward, would offer generations of women a true champion of their
gender: a woman who thrived in a male-dominated business environment.
(Farnham 70)108
Clearly, her strong vocational goals removed any preconceptions about traditionally
separate gender roles from her mind. She refused to accept that women be limited simply
to the household.109 Instead, she proved that American women could occupy chief
corporate positions without sacrificing their commitment to their households and
families.
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Earl Stafford also overcame adversity before forming Universal Systems &
Technology (UNITECH), a leader in net-based training systems (Farnham 187).110 The
company offers specialized services, employees, and hardware to satisfy its customers’
requirements and solve their computer problems.111 After existing with debt and without
capital, Stafford, a strong-minded African American man, created a company that is
worth $40 million and employs nearly 300 people.112
Stafford’s admirable commitment and dedication prevents him from giving-up on
his still desired accomplishments.113 In fact, he attributes his hard-work ethic to a dutiful
and pious background. Stafford worked really hard, both financially and religiously,
early in his life.114 His father, a Baptist preacher, inspired him in these directions. The
elder Stafford shaped his son’s outlook on work, money, and ethics.115 Stafford was
brought up with moral understanding, religious faith, and the ethical conviction that one
should not give up, if one knows that he/she is doing the right thing.116 And, to him, hard
work complemented ethics: Stafford believed that he could achieve something that he
wanted if he worked for it.117 Furthermore, he acquired a can-do attitude from the
military, which he joined after high school. His inner and outer fortitude were advanced
through the valuable leadership training that he received while in the military.118 Stafford
felt that he had completed his education when he learned to lead by example, which he
does by inspiring countless aspiring entrepreneurs.119
Stafford’s determination is evident, as he was not discouraged by his financial
inadequacies. Such self-reliance allowed him to take responsibility for his actions,
abiding by the concluding words of Invictus: “‘I am the master of my fate; I am the
captain of my soul’” (qtd. in Farnham 188).120 Earl Stafford followed his vision and
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aspirations, determined to succeed even though some were skeptical of his success:
“When I told family and friends I was going into business, I got some laughs…There
were those who said, ‘You’re crazy.’ But I took that almost as encouragement…After
they’d said those things to me, I just could not see myself failing. I didn’t want anybody
ever to be able to say to me, ‘I told you so’” (Farnham 191).121 His drive enabled him to
follow his vision and take a chance.
Despite his success, Earl Stafford experienced financial problems, as well as
racial impediments along the way.122 At the end of 1990, Stafford was on the brink of
insolvency and utter impoverishment.123 However, rather than ask for monetary
assistance or special treatment, Stafford was determined to help himself. He refused to
rely on his eleven siblings or his numerous church and community friends for help.124
Stafford was too proud to admit that he was experiencing problems, utterly
determined to rely solely upon himself:
Stafford’s relatives and friends didn’t help him out, because they didn’t get the
chance: He never told them of his troubles. He kept his crisis secret. His
attitude—most definitely un-Capraesque—could best be summed up as: If I have
to tunnel my way out of hell with a teaspoon, I’ll do it; and I’ll do it on my own,
thank you very much, without any help from you. (Farnham 188)125
Clearly, Earl Stafford’s self-respect and dignity prevented him from soliciting aid from
others.126 Actually, not only did he refuse to take money from friends and family, but he
also concealed from them and society at large that he was in fiscal jeopardy. Instead,
Stafford privately consulted his creditors and restructured his liabilities.127
Stafford can surely identify with those struggling for success in this competitive
entrepreneurial world. To inspire others, he advises the potential businessperson to locate
and utilize the root of his/her motivation (203).128 Not only does he celebrate the spirit of
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entrepreneurship for himself, but Stafford also uses it to empower others. He applauds
the efforts of individuals who have the courage to follow their dreams and to pursue their
creative ideas. Stafford credits them for believing in and trusting themselves, as well as
for their entrepreneurial ambition, regardless of the financial and social resources that
they may lack.129
Like Earl Stafford, Sally Gutierrez was utterly determined to remedy her
impoverished situation without assistance from others. Gutierrez, a Hispanic woman,
founded “Spic and Span Cleaning Technicians” in Spokane, Washington after her
husband abandoned her and their two children (Glauser 90).130 She struggled financially,
requiring welfare to support the family after her husband’s departure. She explains that
her life on welfare was a demeaning existence for her and the children:
My husband left me with our two kids, and I was wondering what I was going to
do financially. I ended up going on welfare for a while and hated it. It was just
so degrading! When you’re on welfare, you get the money whether you work or
not. If you get a job, they take everything you make out of your check, so there’s
no incentive to work. Also, I could only get partial help. It just didn’t make any
sense to me! I was like, ‘Why do I need full child care if I’m not working? I
need child care now, while I am working! (qtd. in Glauser 91)131
Here, Gutierrez illustrates how welfare eliminates motivation, thus compelling her to
remove her family from its tempting forces.132 Her desire to accomplish greatness
through work diminished while on welfare because she was offered the same amount of
financial assistance regardless of whether she earned these rewards.
Consequently, because the system did not respect occupational efforts, it did not
encourage Gutierrez to take pride in her work. In other words, the welfare checks
deprived her of the challenge to achieve success of her own volition. However, her father
had introduced his daughter to an honorable work ethic at an early age.133 Rather than
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remaining in the grips of welfare’s forces, the younger Gutierrez decided to get a job
cleaning other peoples’ houses. While working as a housekeeper, she simultaneously
attended school.134 Her determination to support her family without the help of others
was supplemented with and enhanced by religious guidance. In fact, Sally was motivated
by a Christian tape, which encouraged her to use her abilities and talents.135 Led by her
faith, these pious principles persuaded her to respect her hard work and ensuing
achievements.
As a result of this respect for the work ethic and experience that defined her,
Gutierrez launched her own business, while recognizing the innate risk of her
enterprise.136

Ultimately, the reward outweighed the risk. As it became more

established, the company, “Spic and Span Cleaning Technicians,” which drew upon her
past experience as a housekeeper, began to grow. She also expanded the scope of the
firm to include commercial cleaning, which also proved to be a lucrative venture.137
Specifically, “Spic and Span Cleaning Technicians” grew to comprise 75 residential and
commercial accounts.138 There was no way of foreseeing such success and, had she not
followed her instinct by taking the risk to form her own company, the operation’s
potential profitability would never have been realized.
This courageous undertaking did not only increase the quantity of earnings, but it
also ensured the quality of the company’s work. 139 Gutierrez encourages her staff to
complete their tasks extraordinarily, even if their responsibilities require more time and
effort: “‘You’ve got to go the extra mile, even if you don’t get paid for it—it builds
strong rapport with your customers. So find out what their pet peeves are, then go far
above and beyond what they expect. And don’t brag about what you’re going to do, just
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do it! Actions speak louder than words’” (qtd. in Glauser 97).140 Gutierrez observed that
other competing companies placed too much value on expedience, while neglecting
quality of product and service. The diligence that she demands from her workers is
apparent to her clients whose recommendations have contributed, primarily by word of
mouth, to the company’s thriving development.141
Sally Gutierrez is another personification of the fulfilled American Dream, which
requires initiative and dedication. She claims that her strength of mind was essential in
the pursuit of her goals: “‘I think realizing the American dream takes a lot of persistence
and strength of mind. Without that, I couldn’t have done what I did’” (qtd. in Glauser
97).142 She could have easily lost her will when her husband abandoned her and the
children, leaving them all in a state of financial panic. Furthermore, Gutierrez could have
succumbed to a system (welfare), which, as she alleges, temporarily discouraged her
from striving for a better future. Yet, resolute and steadfast, she empowered herself to
triumph over adversity by rekindling the moral insight and fortitude that her father had
instilled in her from childhood. As evidenced by Gutierrez and countless others, a
profitable entrepreneur maintains his/her focus, silencing criticism and rejecting
skepticism regarding his/her business goals or intended projects.
Emma Chappell (the founder of the United Bank of Philadelphia) overlooked the
comments of those who doubted the potential of her success. Many questioned the
likelihood of Chappell’s effort to promote financial independence for Philadelphia’s
minority population. Specifically, during the late 1980s she desperately struggled with
the creation of the bank.143 However, Emma refused to abandon her mission, as an
African-American female, of establishing a bank for her community. Chappell’s resolve
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and commitment to her endeavor is evident in her words: “‘I am one person who hates to
fail. So if I say I am going to do something, I am going to put all of my time and energy
into making it happen” (qtd. in Quittner’s “A Community Bank Founder’s Secret: Never
Take No For an Answer”).144 Likewise, Earl Stafford refused to be discouraged by others
who did not believe that a poor African American man could successfully achieve his
goals. Because he was so self-reliant and encouraged about his future, Earl exerted an
additional effort to overcome the economic hardships and racial discrimination that he
had faced along the way.
Likewise, the CEO of Williams Somona, Howard Lester, turned his inadequacies
into advantages. Lester capitalized on his failures and shortcomings by accepting and
learning from his past mistakes:
I think you probably learn more from doing something wrong than from doing it
right. For me, however, failure was really never an option, and I would guess this
is a pretty constant thread among high achievers. Failure is just not an option.
You don’t consider it. You visualize success and do what is necessary to achieve
that vision. If you worry a lot about failure, it’s hard to visualize success.’(qtd. in
Watson 111)145
Howard Lester’s positive attitude prevents him from getting discouraged by setbacks. He
considers the periodic drawbacks that he may encounter not as a failed result, but rather
as a part of the process towards his overall purpose.
All these stories make clear that an entrepreneur must trust and have faith in
himself/herself, as well as maintain a confidence in his/her undertaking. He/she must
believe in his/her judgments and intuitions. In How They Achieved, Lucinda Watson
immediately establishes self-assurance and poise as crucial components of profitable
entrepreneurship: “There is no doubt that self-confidence and self-esteem are two
ingredients necessary for success” (vii).146 The entrepreneur cultivates his/her personal
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confidence through resolve and self-discipline.147 Because he/she tenaciously focuses on
his/her goals, the successful entrepreneur characteristically confronts dilemmas with
direct conviction and poise. Thus, one prospers when he/she is self-assured. Without
determination and conviction, the potential for entrepreneurial accomplishment and
success is challenged and limited. Faith in oneself is of utmost significance to reaching
one’s most profitable potential.148
For example, John Solomon Sandridge’s faith in him self was central to his
achievement. As an African American who grew up in a housing project, Sandridge
displayed a profound interested in art: he painted posters, billboards, and custom-made
portraits with the intention of starting his own business. 149 Although he realized that
before the 1950s, African-Americans were excluded from Coca-Cola’s advertising
campaigns, Sanbridge submitted a self-portrait of himself and a Coca-Cola sign to the
company, asking for authorization to replicate it in a print (Glauser 135).150 Eventually,
business managers and administrators contracted an agreement for Sandridge to utilize
the Coca-Cola brand in limited-edition prints of early black America (135).151 Sandridge,
unwilling to quit, drives home his relentlessness in the following words: “‘Never take no
for a no. It may be no today but not tomorrow’” (qtd. in Glauser 135).152
In spite of his humble and racially segregated beginnings, John Solomon
Sandridge has become exceptionally successful. In fact, various national franchises and
specialty stores carry Sandridge’s merchandise.153 Unmistakably, he was able to progress
and thrive, despite his disadvantaged roots. Sandridge appreciates the opportunity in
America (facilitated by the free market) for an underprivileged black individual to
advance: “‘If a little black boy out of the projects can do it, anybody can do it. If you
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know what you want and you pursue it, putting God first, success is totally guaranteed.
It’s that simple!’” (qtd. in Glauser 135-6).154 Indeed, such tenacity and conscientiousness
has enabled him to overcome many obstacles.155
Another one who is not shy about his capacity to overcome obstacles is Nick
Nickolas, a venture capitalist who grew up in an environment in which behaving
proactively was encouraged: “‘Another thing that was valued in my family was being a
self-starter, being self-initiating rather than sitting around and waiting to be told what to
do’” (qtd. in Watson 118).156 His bold nature significantly contributed to his successful
accomplishments, and he explains that his distinctive confidence and ability to be fearless
produced numerous opportunities:
I have really never been afraid. I know that sounds macho, but it’s true. I started
like everyone else, at the bottom, yet I always had the gumption to put my ideas
out, no matter how outrageous they seemed at the time. When I look back at my
early career, I think that characteristic defined me and distinguished me from
everyone else. There were plenty of others with good ideas, but they didn’t
always surface. I was unafraid of being ridiculed. If I had a good idea (or what I
thought was a good idea), I made sure it got on the table. (120).157
Clearly, Nickolas’s personal, directed conviction and trust in himself and his
undertakings contributed to his lucrative achievements.
A successful entrepreneur directs his/her attention to a focal point, committed to
his/her mission. A corporate chief typically manages his/her operation most effectively
and efficiently by concentrating on explicit goals and perfecting the methods by which to
achieve these ambitions. Often, an entrepreneur discovers the benefits of narrowing the
focus of his/her business’s concentration. Nick Nickolas demonstrates the importance of
having a specific focus and pursuing it accordingly. Nickolas explains that a victorious
businessperson targets one’s talents to the assets of one’s enterprise:
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The best leaders find ways to focus their institutions so they can concentrate the
resources they do have on what is needed or what is good or terrific about the
institution. That requires making choices, which is a hard thing. You have to say,
we can’t do everything. We can only do so much, so let’s focus our best people
and our financial resources, however limited they may be, on these few targets.
(qtd. in Watson 120)158
Thus, an entrepreneur needs to allocate his/her resources prudently, sensibly, and
judiciously. Satisfying every individual’s interest is clearly unfeasible, so most thriving
business leaders have evaluated their corporate abilities by using those advantageous
qualities to their fullest potential.
Thus, comparable to possessing a well-directed business goal, eagerness and zest
are valuable to entrepreneurial accomplishment. Watson regards fervor and enthusiasm
as driving forces for such success: “Passion was the fuel that rocketed them to the top of
their fields. Without passion, few would be where they are today”(x).159
Moreover, successful entrepreneurs regularly possess crucial qualities of internal
pride and ambition.160 Inner enthusiasm and spirit provide a willingness toward
accomplishment and a capitalist drive. Ray Kassar, the former CEO of Atari, has
remained steadfast in his goals, and Lucinda Watson describes Kassar’s determination as
characteristic of successful entrepreneurship: “Although he [Kassar] wasn’t clear about
his career direction, like other entrepreneurs, Ray Kassar just knew he would achieve
something with his life. There was no pressure to succeed from his family, but he had an
inner drive. So when opportunity presented itself to him at Burlington, he embraced it”
(101).161 Ray Kassar’s fortitude, coupled with his intuition, has been clearly critical in
his personal and professional advancement. An individual’s persistence is useless if
he/she cannot identify an opportunity to which his/her purpose can be applied.
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Immigrants in America, particularly and characteristically, were very determined to come
to the United States to enjoy its national opportunities and freedoms.
THE ENTREPRENEURIAL IMMIGRANT
America, a nation of immigrants, has prided itself on the numerous possibilities
and opportunities for success that it offers. The vast prospects in this nation enable
individuals to be compensated somehow for their determination, industriousness, and
talent. Thus, a resolute and adept individual can economically and socially progress by
advancing in America.162 The celebrated opportunities and freedoms in the United States
can be compared with the rigid social order in Europe.163 American citizenship can be
granted regardless of one’s ethnic or religious background. In his article, “Immigration
and American Identity,” John Fonte acknowledges the egalitarian society in the United
States: “Unlike many other nations, America does not base citizenship on race, religion,
or ethnicity. Instead, citizenship is based on political loyalty to our constitutional
democracy.”164 President Thomas Jefferson, President Ronald Reagan, and countless
others have long defined America as a nation of opportunity.
Specifically, Thomas Jefferson encouraged “natural aristocracy of talent.”
Jefferson’s letter to John Adams in October 28, 1813 advocated the existence of
unaffected and genuine social categorization in America:
I agree with you that there is a natural aristocracy among men. The grounds of
this are virtue and talents. Formerly, bodily powers gave place among the aristoi
[aristocrats]. But since the invention of gunpowder has armed the weak as well as
the strong with missile death, bodily strength, like beauty, good humor,
politeness, and other accomplishments, has become but an auxiliary ground for
distinction. There is also an artificial aristocracy, founded on wealth and birth,
without either virtue or talents; for with these it would belong to the first class.
The natural aristocracy I consider as the most precious gift of nature, for the
instruction, the trusts, and government of society.165
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Additionally, at a separate forum, Thomas Jefferson clearly endorsed equal opportunity
for all Americans: “All, too, will bear in mind this sacred principle, that though the will
of the majority is in all cases to prevail, that will to be rightful must be reasonable; that
the minority possess their equal rights, which equal law must protect, and to violate
would be oppression.”166
Consistent with this long tradition, President Ronald Reagan promoted an
“opportunity society.” In January 21st, 1985, during his second inaugural address,
Reagan recognized that the United States is rich in opportunity for its citizens of all
ethnic, religious, economic, social, and cultural backgrounds: “Let us resolve that we the
people will build an American opportunity society in which all of us—white and black,
rich and poor, young and old—will go forward together arm in arm. Again, let us
remember that though our heritage is one of blood lines from every corner of the Earth,
we are all Americans pledged to carry on this last, best hope of man on Earth.”167 He
united people of different races, faiths, and socio-economic backgrounds, illustrating that
Americans are endowed with the same freedoms and opportunities. In addition, Reagan
asserted that the freedom to exercise individual liberties more often than not facilitates
human development: “From new freedom will spring new opportunities for growth, a
more productive, fulfilled and united people, and a stronger America—an America that
will lead the technological revolution, and also open its mind and heart and soul to the
treasures of literature, music, and poetry, and the values of faith, courage, and love” (line
23).168
Furthermore, individual autonomy and limited government produce economic
development: “Freedom and incentives unleash the drive and entrepreneurial genius that
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are the core of human progress. We have begun to increase the rewards for work, savings,
and investment; reduce the increase in the cost and size of government and its
interference in people's lives.”169 Indeed, the guarantee of autonomy and free will
encourages people around the globe to come to the United States. Ronald Reagan
reiterates America’s commitment to individual liberty: “Freedom is one of the deepest
and noblest aspirations of the human spirit. People, worldwide, hunger for the right of
self-determination, for those inalienable rights that make for human dignity and
progress.”170 Reagan’s vision adheres to Adam Smith’s notion of an efficient and fair
economy. Smith advocates free enterprise: “‘Every man, as long as he does not violate
the laws of justice, is left perfectly free to pursue his own interest in his own way, and to
bring both his industry and capital into competition with those of any other man, or order
of men’” (qtd. in Halamandaris 129).171
Immigrants are attracted to America’s egalitarian society, which grants equal
opportunity to its citizens. In The Heart of America, Bill Halamandaris views the
nation’s social and class impartiality as the foundation of freedom and opportunity.172
Equality is fundamentally valuable to and deeply influential in the United States. The
American principle that “all men are created equal” has been accepted throughout the
nation.173 Furthermore, Halamandaris discerns that people in the United States have the
ability to improve their financial, social, and cultural status: “The desire to achieve is
everywhere in America, the pursuit of happiness our primary preoccupation. No longer
are men born with their boundaries predetermined. In the United States, a man’s
possibilities are limited only by his aspirations. To this day, Americans are constantly
striving to better themselves and improve their situations…In this country, nothing is
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impossible” (127, 129).174 American success arises from individual aspiration and
willpower, a sharp contrast to other nations where socioeconomic mobility isn’t nearly as
fluid.
Thus, the very notion of freedom has encouraged and continues to persuade
generations of immigrants to come to America. In fact, masses of immigrants leave their
native countries to come to the United States for the unique opportunity to advance
economically and socially. They travel to America for independence, in search of better
lives for themselves and their children, often risking their lives and welfare in the
process.175 Bill Halamandaris explains that the United States is comprised of immigrants
who desperately desired the freedoms and opportunities that this nation has to offer:
“Most of us have come to America or are descendants of people who have come to
America looking for liberty. Many endured great hardships to do so, leaving everything
familiar behind, taking with them only the clothes on their backs, a few meager
belongings, and their hopes and dreams” (147).176 The enormous availability of upward
mobility in this democratic society warrants the risk of leaving a familiar, yet repressive
existence.
For immigrant Jews, the United States was a welcoming place free of
maltreatment and intolerance. In particular, before their travel to the United States,
Eastern European Jewish immigrants in late nineteenth century America were becoming
increasingly hopeless due to their countless displacements; however, this religious,
ethnic, and cultural group worked to remain optimistic about a greater future. In World
of Our Fathers, Irving Howe expresses the simultaneous physical anguish and pious
reverence that belonged to these Jewish immigrants:
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What was new in their experience was that for the first time they could suppose
there was someplace else to go, a new world perceived as radically different from
the one in which they lived. The spiraling energy, strength, hope, dream of the
European Jews enabled many of their sons and daughters to make their escape to
America, sometimes for mere personal relief, often with the wish for a fulfillment
of those collective aspirations which had been nurtured but could not be realized
in the old country. America, even as it drained millions of Jews from shtetl and
city, helped the Jews of Eastern Europe to survive and for intervals even flourish
as a community. America was safety valve and haven, place for renewal and
source of support. (24)177
The liberties in the United States impart hopefulness, by granting immigrants
opportunities and chances that they would otherwise not have had in their native
countries.
The United States’ value on self-determination provides optimism for individuals
both within and beyond national American borders. For instance, Henri Landwirth
survived Auschwitz (the Nazi concentration camp in Poland), among other concentration
camps in Germany, for five years.178 Landwirth was intrigued by the opportunity for
personal liberty. After World War II ended, Henri was determined to go to the United
States to achieve his independence, as he explained by the following: “Though he no
longer feared for his life, Henri still dreamed of freedom—freedom from the past,
freedom for the future. For him that meant America” (154).179 Landwirth juxtaposes his
autonomy in America with his imprisonment in the concentration camps: “‘I wanted to
get all the things I had experienced behind me…I wanted to start a new life. Here [in the
United States], you have control over your life. I had no control over my life in the
concentration camps—none’” (qtd. in Halamandaris 154).180 Despite arriving in the
United States with only $20, unable to speak English, and having a limited formal
education, Landwirth seized the opportunities afforded to him in America.
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He credits the free will (a religious attribute of his Jewish faith) that is offered by
this nation: “Here we have freedom. We have a voice. We have opportunity…There is
no place like America. I love this country. This country made it possible for me to
become someone” (qtd. in Halamandaris 157).181 Certainly, he recognizes and
appreciates the freedom to establish a life for himself in America. Landwirth exercises
his independence more freely in American than he could have done in repressive Europe
under a rigid class structure. Henri Landwirth realized his religious and national free will
in America.
Employing their newly realized autonomy and economic free will, a growing
number of immigrants become entrepreneurs in the United States. Valuable economic
opportunities for entrepreneurship are available to minorities and immigrants in America.
The number of businesses owned by women and minorities in this country continues to
grow considerably. Particularly, the number of businesses held by African Americans
expanded 46.5% during the period from 1987 to 1992. In that same five-year period, the
number of businesses owned by Pacific Islanders and Asian Americans increased 60.7%
after rising 87% between 1982 and 1987 (in contrast to the 13% average in the United
States). Likewise, the quantity of Native American owned businesses rose 60.7%, while
the amount of businesses owned by Hispanics grew 82.9%.182
These statistics clearly show that America’s capitalist economy and free society
both enable and encourage immigrant entrepreneurship. Individual business
accomplishments (as well as the collaboration of religiously, racially, ethnically, and
culturally diverse entrepreneurs), are qualities that distinguish the United States from
other nations.183 Lloyd E. Shefsky, in Entrepreneurs Are Made Not Born, claims that
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immigrants have journeyed to America to develop and prosper from these national
attributes: “All people who want to be entrepreneurs, immigrants or not, are attracted to
the control or independence their own business would offer. Actually, many came
because they had heard the streets were paved with gold, and they dreamed of picking up
their share” (44).184 Therefore, to many, the United States both symbolically represents
and exists as the land of opportunity.
Countless immigrants who have come to America have welcomed and
appreciated the nation’s free market. For instance, Hector V. Barreto’s family came to
fulfill the desire for a better life, understanding the distinct opportunities of a free
enterprise system. Hector Barreto Sr. left Mexico to come to the United States in the
1950s. He began working in the Missouri potato fields in exchange for 50 cents a day.
Later, Barreto Sr. built spikes for railroads, packed meat, and performed janitorial labor
at a local school. He often reminded his children of his higher ambitions. Barreto
explained that his menial jobs were simply a “means to an end.”185 In deed, they were.
Hector Barreto Sr. opened his own restaurant, Casa Blanca, in Kansas City, Missouri. He
eventually created the United States Hispanic Chamber of Commerce.186
Like his father, Hector Barreto Jr.’s life epitomizes an “American success
story.”187 His first job was busing tables his family’s diner when he was just nine years
old. Barreto Jr. was the first person in his family to graduate from college. After
receiving a business degree, he established his own business, Barreto Insurance and
Financial Services in Los Angeles, California. Hector Barreto Jr. observes the
distinctiveness of American capitalism, in which perseverance and diligence is revered
and rewarded: “Many people don’t realize how uniquely American the entrepreneurial
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impulse is. Not everyone lives in a country that treasures freedom, encourages
individuality, and rewards hard work.” 188 Correspondingly, the entrepreneurial tendency
is enhanced by American self-determination. Like countless others who have come with
the intention of improving their lives, the Barreto family created its own successful
business enterprise.
Moreover, upon fleeing from repressive societies, immigrants enjoy the
opportunities offered upon our shores. Otto Clark came to the United States after leaving
Russian-invaded Hungary.189 After a few years of working for a substantial corporation
upon arrival, Otto Clark formed his own company. The company, which he founded
after living in this nation for only five years, eventually went public and was sold.190
Then, in 1977, he started another company, Clark Copy Company.191
Likewise, Kim Soon Ro, a barber who was born and raised in Korea, encountered
social and economic liberty for the first time in America. While she was living in Korea,
her parents committed her to an arranged marriage. Under her husband’s command, the
married couple immigrated to the United States. Kim Soon Ro received the
independence that she desired and lacked while in Korea: “When her husband decided to
emigrate to the United States, she followed dutifully, hoping for independence” (Shefsky
45).192 In America, Ro attained the autonomy that permitted her to divorce her husband,
with whom she was unhappy. Furthermore, she cultivated her English language skills,
working for a barbershop in the United States.
Similarly, Sean Nguyen experienced the prospects, chances, and options in
America after fleeing from communist repression in Vietnam. Nguyen left Communist
Vietnam in 1980, five years after the government seized his family farm and every other
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possession that his family owned. Desperate to come to the United States, he escaped
with some of his family in a homemade boat. Indeed, leaving Communist Vietnam for a
better life was risky (if caught, he would face incarceration and prison time). But,
undoubtedly, Nguyen, along with countless other immigrants worldwide, was convinced
that the chance for a better life in America outweighed the sacrifices involved.193
Clearly, Nguyen and his family took a chance by leaving Vietnam: even after
arriving safely in the United States, they were challenged by their unfamiliarity with
American culture. They arrived in the United States without any money. Initially, he
could not even speak English; however, he learned quickly. Sean Nguyen attended night
school after tiring and long days at work.194
Nguyen maintained his determination and commitment to his work, as he moved
through business ranks in America. Not long afterwards, he formed his own company, in
which he channeled his resolve and perseverance into the business enterprise. Nguyen
founded and was the former president of Nguyen Electronics Incorporated (NEI), a
company that produces electronic devices for the computer, medical, communication, and
automobile industries, headquartered in Minnesota.195
His achievement demonstrates that America rewards an individual’s willingness
to develop fortitude, integrity, and cooperation, and he describes the valuable attributes of
his operation accordingly: “‘Our success has come from hard work, using common sense
to run the business, and treating people well…I treat my employees equal to how I treat
my customers, I create teamwork, I’m honest with people, and we work harder and
smarter’” (qtd. in Glauser 44, 45).196 Coming from an unprivileged background has
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afforded Nguyen a valuable social and economic appreciation for upright and virtuous
leadership, which he productively integrates into his business.
Nguyen acknowledges that in America he was able to ascend the economic and
social ladder. Alternatively, such ascent could not have been possible under Communism
in Vietnam. Nguyen reflects upon how the reality of his life has far exceeded his
personal expectations: “‘America is such a wonderful land of opportunity; there is no
way I could have done this in Vietnam. I certainly am living the American dream” (qtd.
in Glauser 45).197 Sean Nguyen’s merit and talent has clearly guided his economic
mobility. Clearly, in America, his self-worth is not determined by his ethnicity,
background, or immigrant status.
Having limited financial resources, immigrants who need multiple jobs to support
their families often find entrepreneurship appealing and attractive.198 Cuban immigrant
Carlos Arboleya’s experience provides a fitting case. Arboleya left Cuba during Fidel
Castro’s administration. Trained and educated as a professional banker, Arboleya
worked at a bank in Havana, Cuba. However, his future was endangered when Castro
took control of the banks of Cuba. Thus, Arboleya decided to escape Castro’s exploitive
and repressive dictatorship. When he left with his wife and son, his house and all other
possessions were seized. He was forbidden to take any of his belongings with him to the
United States.199 In fact, Arboleya only had $40 when he arrived in Miami, Florida with
his family in 1959.
Unable to find a job at a bank when he first settled in the United States, Arboleya
worked as a stock clerk in a local shoe factory in order to provide for his family. Not
long after being hired, he became the vice president of the shoe company. Eventually,
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Arboleya’s talent in and knowledge of the banking business was discovered and
ultimately rewarded: he was offered a job at the Boulevard National Bank. There, he was
promoted to executive vice president and secretary to the board of directors four years
later, before he joined another U.S. bank, of which he became president. Ultimately,
Arboleya started his own bank.200
Carlos Arboleya is grateful for the opportunities that he has in the United States
after having come to this country with practically nothing. He recognizes that the
freedoms in America are exceptional: “‘Unless you have lost your liberty like I did you
have no idea how precious it is. When you go to other countries and you see the poverty
and you see the lack of freedom and you see their living conditions, you say Thank God I
live where I live’” (qtd. in Halamandaris 159-60).201 Moreover, Arboleya translates his
appreciation of American freedom and opportunity into helping others by contributing
considerable effort to the community: “‘I feel I owe it to America to give back…I was
down in the gutter until someone reached out and grabbed my hand. That person was
Uncle Sam. I feel obligated to reach out to others’” (qtd. in Halamandaris 159).202
The Arboleya family’s move to escape repression from Cuba is not uncommon.
In fact, during the early 1960s Cubans were migrating to the United States in large
numbers to flee Castro.203 However, immigrant economic achievements in America are
certainly not limited to those from particular origins.
For instance, Robin Petgrave immigrated to the United States from Jamaica when
he was ten years old. Petgrave was offered various options in the United States, even
though he was an underprivileged Carribean black when he arrived in this country.204
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Actually, due to his background (but more importantly because of his merit), he attended
college in America on scholarship.205
Someone in Robin Petgrave’s position could appreciate the value of inner strength
and determination. His commitment to personal improvement, along with persistence
and self-reliance, has contributed to his accomplishments.206 In 1991, having less than
$300, he conceived Bravo Helicopters & Wings. After turning the company into a $3.5
million per year operation, Petgrave sold Bravo Helicopters & Wings in 2001.207 Robin
reflects on his achievements, demonstrating the American possibility for an
underprivileged immigrant to become successful:
I don’t know what the American dream is…, but I’m livin’ mine. And the other
people can live theirs, too. Starting a company just isn’t that hard. I mean, if you
had asked me about this when I was in high school or college, I would have
thought ‘impossible.’ But now I look at the whole formula, and it isn’t that
difficult. If somebody wants to start a business, I can tell them how to do
it … And you don’t have to have a lot of money…So if you want to try
somethin’, just go ahead and do it. (qtd. in Glauser 235)208
Petgrave is evidence that one does not have to have a lot of money, or emerge from
successful beginnings, to start his or her own company in America.
Currently, Petgrave is the president of Celebrity Helicopters, a company that is
hired to take footage by helicopter for motion pictures, television programs, music
videos, and commercial production tasks in the entertainment business.209 Petgrave
personifies individual control over one’s own life, an attribute that is possible in the
United States. Thus, actively pursuing one’s goals is essential to the fulfillment of an
individual’s aspirations and goals:
I really think that you make life what you choose to make it. You have to decide
what you want, then do the things to achieve it. That doesn’t mean you have
complete control over everything. I got run over by a truck, and it wasn’t my
fault. It was just one of those things that happen. So you can’t control
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everything, but when you face a tough situation, don’t sit there and say, ‘Life
sucks because I’m not gettin’ what I want.’ You take the best of what you’ve got
and make something happen!” (qtd. in Glauser 236)210
His poor background, his immigrant status, or his race did not discourage him. Instead,
Petgrave was determined to succeed, and the United States provided the uninhibited
environment for him to do so. Eventually, after emerging from poverty in Jamaica,
Petgrave founded Bravo Helicopters & Wings of Torrance, California and the President
of Celebrity Helicopters.211
A growing proportion of immigrants are entrepreneurs.212 Business ownership is
appealing to immigrants because the owner is not as obligated to adapt to the corporate
and social terms of others. Actually, in several ways, forming a business is easier for
newly arrived American residents than finding a job. Linguistic and cultural disparities,
along with employer prejudice, can make obtaining employment more difficult than selfemployment is for immigrants.213
In particular, immigrant women in the United States are attracted to the flexibility
of entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship is a functional approach for immigrants to evade
adverse work situations by determining their own work conditions; instead, as Sarah
Childress explains: “Their [specifically, female immigrant entrepreneurs]
entrepreneurialism is partly pragmatic: by working on their own terms, immigrant
women can earn extra money without struggling in a hostile workplace or worrying about
child care.”214 In effect, immigrant women are among the most rapidly expanding
categories of entrepreneurs currently in the United States.215
Female immigrants now have superior education and proficiencies than their
predecessors. Furthermore, as it is increasingly more common for female immigrants to
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work outside the household, they are steadily establishing themselves in the global
markets. Sarah Childress reports a study by the Immigration Policy Center in
Washington, D.C., which revealed that the quantity of immigrant female entrepreneurs in
the United States surged by roughly 200% in the past decade.216 Furthermore, Childress
claims that in the United States, there are currently more self-employed immigrant
women than there are native-born self-employed women.217 In her January 2005 report,
“Today’s Immigrant Woman Entrepreneur,” Susan C. Pearce, PhD notes that 8.3% of
employed immigrant women were business owners in 2000. In the same year, only 6.2%
of employed native-born women were business owners. From 1990 to 2005, the number
of female immigrant business owners grew by roughly 190%. Moreover, from 1980 to
2005, the number of female immigrant business owners rose astoundingly by almost
468%.218
In fact, female immigrant entrepreneurs are progressively entering into various
types of businesses. According to Sarah Childress, for example, many female immigrant
entrepreneurs are in day-care service, technology consulting, and construction businesses,
as well as in the restaurant, beauty salon, and real estate industries.219 Specifically, the
most popular industries for immigrant women business owners work in private homes,
domestic settings, child day care programs, and food service businesses. Furthermore,
real estate, administration, management, and technical consulting services are most
common among immigrant women business owners because these are occupations where
the earning potential is significantly greater than that of most other service industries.220
Susan C. Pearce’s research from January 2005 determined that the majority of
female women entrepreneurs came to the United States from the following geographical
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regions: Latin America (Mexico, El Salvador, and Cuba); Asia and the Pacific Islands
(Korea, Vietnam, Philippines, China, and India); Europe (Germany); and North America
(Canada).221 The January 2005 report indicates that in the United States, the majority of
immigrant women (41.6%) who are entrepreneurs (234, 454) were from Latin America
and the Caribbean. Immigrants from Asia and the Pacific Islands comprise the second
largest segment of female immigrant entrepreneurs, 29.4%, in the United States
(165,483).222
Undoubtedly, there are structural and individual forces in the United States that
enable the entrepreneurial pursuits of immigrant men and women. In addition to
capitalism and social equality, immigrants generally bring with them a hard work ethic
from their past, along with an openness to taking risks. For example, Devin Nunes, a
Portuguese immigrant, acknowledges that a powerfully embedded hard work ethic has
contributed to his goals and success as a member of the House of Representatives.223
Likewise, a tolerance for risk, a trait shared by many immigrants, typically enables
success. This ability to take risks is required for immigration and for creating a new
business. Those who come to America are characteristically motivated, ambitious,
enterprising, and brave, qualities that are favorable for entrepreneurship. They are
motivated to succeed through hard work and by taking chances.
Gene Sanchez, president of the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Colorado
Springs recognizes immigrants’ determination: “They [immigrants] are not afraid to
work hard or take the risk to start a business.”224 Arguably, entrepreneurs who thrive on
taking risks have an advantage over those who fear risk. The desire to control one’s own
future stimulates the entrepreneurial spirit, as Shefsy describes:
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They have already seen a precious dream, that of a new homeland, and they have
already done what it took to make it real—they emigrated. Now, they are attuned
to that process, and, when they see their entrepreneurial dream, they are prepared
to go for it. In fact, for them, it may seem easy, compared with their earlier act of
going for it (45).225
Those who have immigrated to our shores have long possessed enthusiasm and hope for a
better future, which has facilitated their transition into a new way of life.
Clinical psychologist John D. Gartner creates a parallel between traits that are
advantageous to both immigration and to entrepreneurship. A group of psychologists
identify those with a higher propensity to take risks as “hypomanics”:
America is rich in hypomanics—that’s our greatest natural resource. It’s the
temperament we find in entrepreneurs that helps them make discoveries, win
support for new ideas and drive progress. Why are we so rich in hypomanics?
We’re a nation primarily populated by immigrants. They have a certain amount
of energy, optimism and tolerance [for risk]. Immigration was a risk very much
like starting a new business.226
As indicated by Garner’s psychological assessment of immigrant entrepreneurs, the
nature of a person who is a “hypomanic” is vivacious, constructive, determined,
innovative, and captivating: “They’re [Hypomanics] visionaries with a sense of
destiny—they think they’re going to make their mark on the world.”227 Hypomanics’
characteristic bravery and confidence tend to distinguish them from others because they
are superior entrepreneurs to the average person. Gartner alleges that the United States
has more hypomanics than does any other country. John D. Gartner believes that
America’s wealth and influence is due to the country’s abundance of hypomanics.228
These traits that commonly belong to entrepreneurs may also apply to Americans on a
broader level.
Yet, undeniably, despite this motivation and entrepreneurial spirit, plenty of
immigrants are unaccustomed to the American system and its cultural environment.
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Resulting from and contributing to such discomfort is the fact that immigrants frequently
encounter language and cultural complications. Indeed, the newly arrived immigrants’
unfamiliarity with the English language and American culture make their adjustment to
our nation more challenging. Understandably, immigrants, upon arrival to the United
States, immediately face the loss of an accustomed lifestyle to a foreign environment.
The American system, which is foreign to those who have immigrated here,
increases the difficulty of first landing upon soil. In her article, entitled “Asian American
Opportunities,” Wanla Cheng echoes this very sentiment:
Both the psychology and reality of displacement generate a greater need for
assistance. There is the obvious language barrier for many when they arrive on
these shores. Add to that their lack of familiarity with the procedures and
processes in financial services, and you can imagine the confusion such
immigrants can feel.229
As evidenced by Cheng’s words, Asian American immigrants are confronted with
language and cultural impediments that thwart their easy entry into the American
workforce.230 Cheng further acknowledges the ethnic and structural difficulties that
Asian immigrants experience: “As immigrants who for the most part come to these
shores with language and cultural barriers, they have difficulty obtaining jobs in the
mainstream American sector.”231 However, Wanla Cheng claims that because they are
aware of these hurdles, Asian immigrants have primed themselves to establish
enterprises.232 The incentive to form a business is not limited to Asian immigrants.
Rather, entrepreneurship has widespread appeal to all immigrant groups in America.
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To combat their initial unfamiliarity with American customs, many immigrants
are determined to improve themselves and better their skills to increase the likelihood of
their success in the United States. For example, although Susan Forsman, an immigrant
from Honduras, had studied English in Central America, she realized that, upon entrance
to this nation, her English skills were poorer than she had previously assumed. When she
initially settled in San Francisco, California as a teenager, Forsman experienced
difficulties with the English language.
Determined to improve her English skills, she worked at a fast-food restaurant to
help pay the tuition for the private school she attended. Forsman experienced further
linguistic difficulties at her next job in a law firm. Eventually, though, by working in the
filing department, Forsman’s English proficiency developed because she consciously
absorbed the new vocabulary in the office environment. In addition, she tried to speak
English, rather than reverting back to speaking her native Spanish. She also developed
friendships with Americans, which further helped her master the English language. In
effect, Forsman treated every job as an opportunity to improve her English skills.
Currently, she owns a successful business in San Francisco.233
Despite encountering cultural obstacles as an immigrant, Forsman’s persistence
ultimately has contributed to her success. In her article, “Three Who Learned the Hard
Way – on the Job,” Julia Hollister indicates the results of her resolve: “determination
was the passport to the future.”234 Similarly, Yasuyo Soltau, who experienced difficulties
with the English language, was determined and refused to quit: “Although I was
struggling with the language, I couldn’t quit…I studied hard and little by little, with help
from classmates and teachers, I graduated and got my license.”235
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Indisputably, education is valuable to immigrants because it generates potential
economic and social development. Katalin Szelenyi’s commentary in the Community
College Review reveals that social and public organizations help alleviate the challenges
that immigrants encounter in the unfamiliar country: “Social institutions, including the
educational system, play a crucial role in the settlement and societal adjustment of these
immigrants by providing opportunities for economic and social advancement.”236
Actually, isolated cases suggest that a growing number of immigrants are trying to learn
English. In Chicago, for instance, many immigrants are enrolling in free or low-cost
English programs at community schools and nonprofit organizations. National
institutions provide a variety of educational opportunities to disadvantaged citizens. For
example, public education in America offers and provides schooling to all.
The pervasiveness of a countrywide public school system is not a recent
phenomenon. The principal objective of the broadly available “common school” of the
late nineteenth century was to prepare students for existence in an egalitarian culture.237
America’s widespread, accessible education system aimed to endow its students with the
skills for lucrative, lifelong achievements. Thus, the purpose of the American school was
not to arrange or determine the class structure of the workforce nor to fit its students into
rigid socioeconomic categories, but rather to reproduce the democratic, egalitarian
system.
Such an education based upon equality emerged during the mid to late 1800s. At
the time, the American economy suffered from the repercussions of vast corporate
development and intensification, along with the growth of monopolies by primarily white
Americans.238 As a result, some became skeptical about the reality of the “self-made”
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individual whose competence and fortitude enabled him/her to prevail in the business
world by rising through the ranks regardless of his/her background.239 Concurrently,
many Americans in the nineteenth century appreciated the extraordinary prospects,
resources, and infrastructure for personal progress that were available in the United
States.240
Simultaneously, what became increasingly obvious was that a structural void
needed to be filled to assist those who were experiencing difficulties advancing, despite
their industry. Actually, Andrew Carnegie, the eminent steel mogul, alerted the nation to
the inadequacies of America’s educational establishments. Carnegie believed that the
educational system offered neither sufficient nor effective resources for social and
economic growth.241 In “The Diverted Dream,” Steven Brint and Jerome Karabel explain
that the typical American in 1890 had only been schooled below or at the fifth grade
level.242 Most Americans believed that the aptitude required for economic progress could
be obtained through general school preparation and instruction.243
Moreover, in the late nineteenth century, the varied levels of education in schools
were not formally established. In response to the American educational structure’s
shortcomings, which resulted from this disorder, Carnegie believed that fundamental
adjustments to American education were necessary.244 The defining American principles
of egalitarianism were therefore echoed and reinvigorated in the conception of “ladders
of ascent.”
Actually, until the 1840s the education structure in America was very contained,
offered to only the affluent members of society.245 In addition, American pubic schools
in the late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century frequently lacked adequate
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materials and learning resources.246 Likewise, public school teachers were regularly
unqualified. Horace Mann, an American education reformer in Massachusetts in the
nineteenth century, believed that all children in America should have access to education.
He reasoned that “common” education would produce a virtuous population, unify
Americans, and thwart misconduct and destitution.247 In other words, Mann envisioned
that public schools would expand and level educational chances. He developed the state
board of education through which he instituted guidance and preparation programs for
teachers.248 Mann also galvanized sentiments for additional financial support for teacher
earnings, books, and school buildings. Horace Mann’s endorsement and devotion to
America’s education system, unequivocally, enhanced the conditions of public schools.
In turn, Mann profoundly contributed to the development of a further free and equal
society.
By 1920, a more systemized American education system emerged, offering a
more valuable method for economic progress.249 Accordingly, the national educational
structure presented another approach for individual success, explains Brint and Karabel:
In a context of increasing inequality between rich and poor and growing
challenges to the established order, the importance of a new pathway to economic
advancement is difficult to overestimate. America's large and open educational
system now provided an alternative means of getting ahead. Vast inequalities of
wealth, status, and power though there might be, the ladders of opportunity
created by the new educational system helped the United States retain its national
identity as a land of unparalleled opportunities for individual advancement. (Brint
and Karabel)250
A widely accepted notion in America is that its education system, higher education in
particular, ought to facilitate social and economic advance.251 Brint and Karabel affirm
this point, stating that in recent times, more people in the United States have been
attending college than have citizens from other countries: “The vast and expensive
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system of educational pathways to success that has been constructed in this country is
both the institutional embodiment of this commitment to the ideology of equality of
opportunity and a constant source of reinforcement of this ideology” (Brint and
Karabel).252
From the level of value that many parts of our nation have assigned education,
came the emergence of the community college in the United States. The community
college, as well as the two-year junior college, was geared toward those regional
populations that are socio-economically disadvantaged.253 Thus, the community college
emerged out of our national commitment to social equality.254
Despite this collegiate commitment to equal educational opportunities, early
twentieth century collegiate enrollment was at one of its all-time lows. In response to this
lull, American administrators recognized that a professionally trained labor force was
vital to the country’s progress. 255 Thus, the first community colleges emerged in order to
satisfy community requirements and shortcomings.256 The high school-based community
college was set at Central High School in Joliet, Illinois. Established in 1901, Joliet
Junior College prided itself upon a progressive ethical standard by welcoming women.257
To this day, females comprise 58% of community colleges’ student bodies.258
In the early twentieth century, America’s developing public high schools
incorporated occupational and professional schooling departments to better assist their
neighborhoods.259 The major objective of community colleges was to offer students
living at home two years of an undergraduate education, thus minimizing their boarding
costs and tuition expenses.260
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Though traditionally less expensive than national colleges and universities,
community colleges originally offered a broad liberal arts education. However, to
remedy the pervasive unemployment that resulted from the Great Depression in the
1930s, community colleges instituted job-training curriculums geared toward the
potential public employee.261 Then, after World War II, the public’s desire for consumer
products (instead of military production) produced the demand for additional, skilled
occupations.262 The particular proficiency required to satisfy consumer demands, in turn,
was acquired through advanced education. To fulfill communal requirements, the
Truman Commission proposed the creation of a system of community-based colleges in
1948.263 Still, not until the 1960s did community colleges develop into a nationwide
system. Moreover, President Kennedy suggested that these institutions be located within
reasonable driving distance from all United States’ residences.264 At that time, 457
public community colleges were founded and there has been continual expansion
since.265 Now, in the United States, there are 1,655 community colleges.266
Community colleges have expanded immensely since their creation over a century
ago.267 They remain sensitive to social and labor necessities. 268 The American
Association of Community Colleges website claims:
In the 20th century, community colleges have not only survived, they have thrived
by demonstrating remarkable resiliency and becoming centers of educational
opportunity open to all seekers. They pride themselves on providing educational
market places where student choices and community needs influence course
offerings. Now we mark a century in which community colleges have helped
millions of people learn and advance toward personal goals, while providing a
forum to address challenges facing whole communities.”269
Currently, over half of the undergraduates in the United States attend community
colleges.270
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In the 2000 to 2001 academic year, California, Texas, North Carolina, Illinois,
and New York had the greatest number of public community colleges.271 In fact,
researchers have estimated that more than 100 million people have gone to community
colleges since 1901.272 Moreover, the American Association of Community Colleges
alleges that more than 170,000 international students and immigrants attended
community colleges.273
Community college education is appealing, especially to immigrants in the United
States, because they commonly have open-door admission guidelines. An open-door
admissions policy suggests that all qualified students who submit an application for
general admission are accepted.274 In 1999 to 2000 academic year, 62% of public
community colleges had an open admissions plan. On the other hand, in the same year,
only 7.5% of public four-year colleges had an open admissions policy.275 Additionally,
the cost of tuition at community colleges is significantly less than (nearly half as much
as) that of a four-year college or university.276 The quality of teaching, along with the
limited class sizes characteristic of community colleges, is also appealing to students.
Specifically, the small, intimate class sizes guarantee individual interaction between
professor and student, as well as specialized guidance services for foreign students.277
However, despite the availability of and access to education in the United States,
many immigrants must sacrifice time and money in exchange for their educational
pursuits. For example, Nido Qubein, now a successful multimillionaire, international
businessman, came to the United States as a teenager without the knowledge or
understanding of the English language, money, or acquaintances. Jordanian born Qubein
explains that his mother’s true aspiration was to for him to travel to and live in the United
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States: “‘She thought I would do well here…America is the land that every aspiring
human being who is not an American vies to come to. It’s the land of opportunity; it’s
the land of liberty; it’s where the streets are paved with gold; it’s the land where if you
are willing to work hard enough and smart enough, you can make something valuable of
your life’” (qtd. in Halamandaris 161-2).278 In fact, education was his priority, and he
was determined to master the English language. In order to pay for his living expenses
and school tuition, he worked for ten hours every day at various jobs.
Nido Qubein claims that immigrants’ drive and determination contribute to the
fact that, as a group, they are four times more likely to become millionaires in the United
States than those born in the country are: “‘This is not because they [immigrants in the
United States] are smarter or have better connections. It is because they start with the
right premise: If I work hard and smart, I can make something come to be. They have the
right beliefs. Your beliefs drive your behavior; your behavior drives your results. So
many people here are focused on what’s wrong, instead of seeing the possibilities’” (qtd.
in Halamandaris 163).279 Through edification, hard work, and determination, Qubein
realized the unlimited opportunities in America:
If I can make it in America, anyone can. People know I must know the system
because I have made the journey. I came across the bridge. Not only did I come
across the bridge, I built it. I didn’t come to America just to check it out. I came
to America because I wanted a better life, which meant, for me, wealth and wellbeing…I use the word ‘blessing’ to describe what’s happened in my life. I used
the word ‘gratitude’ to describe my experience of those blessings. Those are the
two words that guide my life. (qtd. in Halamandaris 163)280
Clearly, Qubein appreciates the freedoms and chances in America that provided him with
important and supportive resources.
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Besides the value of academic formal instruction, access to capital is critical to
entrepreneurship, nonetheless immigrant entrepreneurship. The U.S. Bank’s marketing
structure contains separate divisions that cater to groups of immigrants categorized by the
length of time that they have been living in the United States.281 Because many
immigrants are unaccustomed to the national credit system, they are deterred from
obtaining loans.282 The conditions of attaining credit has thereby created a catch-22
scenario for many recent immigrants283
However, several nonprofit groups are designed to remedy this problem by
assisting inexperienced, novice entrepreneurs. For example, the International Rescue
Committee in the United States has “micro-enterprise” resources that facilitate female
business owners with various aspects of the business-ownership process, including advice
regarding marketing approaches and the attainment of credit and clients.284 No longer do
most women have to rely solely on family members for initial funds. Instead, stipulations
that discourage prejudice, along with the accessibility of micro-enterprise financing for
small businesses, indicate that banks and separate organizations are realizing the potential
for immigrant entrepreneurship.285 For instance, Adriana Isaza, an immigrant from
Colombia, claims that many more opportunities exist for attaining financial funding when
starting a business in America than exist elsewhere.
Accordingly, businesses guided by predetermined operating procedures are often
less complicated to establish for budding entrepreneurs. Such straightforward procedural
guidelines benefit immigrants as well. Thus, for this reason, service and retail enterprises
are among the easiest to launch.286 The alternative is for immigrants to borrow capital
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from relatives or smaller banks if they are able to do so. Smaller banks are customarily
less rigid and offer customer services that are needed by immigrants.287
In truth, immigrants’ reliance on their families and residential communities is not
an uncommon phenomenon. This immigrant sense of a cultural community is manifested
by familial unity and a shared ethnic history. Specifically, Abigail McCarthy’s analysis
of “Immigrant Nation: A Mixed History” makes clear that American immigrants are
characteristically dedicated and committed to their families: “The values of the new
immigrants are those historically prized in America – devotion to family and a strong
work ethic.”288 Furthermore, communal arrangements and organizations offer
immigrants accurate portrayals of reality, as Ellen Alexander Conley suggests in The
Chosen Shore: Stories of Immigrants: “Social networks can also serve as social capital
by giving future migrants reliable information and support. Thus, over time, immigration
patterns will become less selective of the most affluent, educated, or skilled” (Conley
19).289 Ethnic enclave communities provide valuable assistance to immigrants.
Ideally, immigrants can combine the knowledge and experience of their native
culture with that of American customs. Conley describes the relationship between
immigrants’ new domestic settings and the psychological perspective of their native
homeland:
Just as the nature of immigrants new residential environment can have a
significant effect on their interactions with, and adaptation to, the host society, so
too does the residential context of their homeland. Unlike the peasantry of the
last great wave of immigration, today’s immigrants are most likely to come from
the city and part of what defines many urban environments in other countries is
the transmission of Western popular culture through the mass media, competing
with their own nascent popular culture. (17)290
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Indeed, assimilation is not strictly enforced in the U.S., as contrasted with the past
approach of our nation. Previously, Americans firmly encouraged immigrants to adapt to
the new country, as acknowledged by John Fonte in “Immigration and American
Identity”: “The United States has been more successful in assimilating immigrants than
any other country in the history of the world. The reason for that success, however, is
that from George Washington to Theodore Roosevelt, Americans have insisted upon the
“Americanization” or patriotic assimilation of immigrants. Today, America’s elites no
longer promote serious assimilation.”291
Many immigrants often celebrated their heritage in the United States by residing
in abundantly populated immigrant ethnic enclaves. In “Where Immigrants Settle in the
United States” Barry R. Chiswick and Paul W. Miller explain that immigrants gravitate
toward highly populated immigrant communities. Typically, immigrants reside in
geographically condensed regions across America. Unlike the native-born people,
immigrant populations sharing the same cultural or national origins rarely geographically
disperse in the United States. Thus, immigrants from specific heritages are inclined to
settle in neighborhoods that have previously been established by other immigrants of the
same background as themselves.292 Consequently, immigrants tend to form ethnic
enclaves within the United States. However, the concentration of immigrants residing in
ethnic communities gradually lessens as some immigrants eventually move into more
affluent neighborhoods.
Immigrants are more likely to live in the central parts of metropolitan areas than
they are to make suburban or rural areas their homes. They establish themselves in
“gateway cities,” urban sections in the vicinity of international airports where they can
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travel back to their native countries, if need be. The “gateway cities” tend to be in
California, New York, Texas, Florida, New Jersey, and Illinois.293 Ellen Alexander
Conley reinforces this urban appeal to immigrants: “today’s immigrants—despite their
diversity in socioeconomic status, educational attainment, and country of origin—are
highly concentrated within America’s major metropolitan areas” (4).294 Although
immigrants in the United States typically inhabit cosmopolitan centers, other areas are
becoming more popular for immigrant settlement.
Because differences in native language and culture (as well as time of arrival)
vary among European, Canadian, Mexican, Latin American, and Asian immigrants, their
patterns of habitation sometimes differ.295 Canadians, Cubans, and others are relocating
to East Coast metropolitan regions.296 However, Mexicans tend to settle in more Western
areas like Texas, Arizona, and California. Improvement of the state’s economy,
transportation methods, and state infrastructure explain why California has become a
more common destination for immigrants than other areas of the country. In addition,
some California residences have become less expensive.297
Susan C. Pearce’s research indicates that as of 2005, the Los Angeles, Riverside,
and Orange County metropolitan regions were the most highly concentrated locations of
immigrant populations; additionally, female employment and entrepreneurship have
tended to thrive within this state. The Los Angeles, Riverside, and Orange Counties
contain 74,134 female immigrant entrepreneurs, which amounts to 13% of the female
immigrant business owners in the country.298
Although most immigrants flock toward the cities, some are favoring the
suburban lifestyle. Similar to U.S. born migrants who have been found within the last
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decade in the “New Sunbelt” (Colorado, Arizona, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, Georgia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia), certain immigrants have
settled in suburbia.299 University of Michigan demographer William Frey traces this
shifting pattern in immigrants’ lifestyle preferences from shared cultural, urban areas to
suburban communities: “As in the past, the new immigrant ethnics are attracted to areas
with already established communities of co-nationals, friends and family who can supply
social and economic support. Yet, in today’s new ‘multiple melting pots’ they are
moving into the suburbs and contributing to the change in the social and demographic
fabric of the entire region.”300 Previously, by living in such once homogenously white
suburbs marked one’s success and achievement to the United States’ white middle-class.
Specifically, in the 1990s, of the 21 suburban counties in the larger New York area, 16
have endured immigrant population increases and, coincident losses in the native born
population.301 In addition, there are increasingly more jobs available in many suburban
regions. For instance, the Bay Area of California is experiencing job decentralization
from the cities to the surrounding suburbs.302
Certainly, factors other than geographical settlement have enabled immigrant
entrepreneurship to thrive. Characteristically, immigrants’ willingness to pay the price
often enables their success. Determined to enhance their lives, they are prepared to tackle
potential difficulties when adjusting to American culture. In the “Washington Post Book
World” on July 20, 1997, critic Stanley Karnow reflected on Joel Millman’s book, The
Other Americans, in which Millman identifies immigrants as a “superior breed.” Their
eagerness to leave their native countries, aware of the potential acclimation/ adjusting
difficulties in an unfamiliar nation, is evidence of their intense commitment and desire to
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enrich their lives in the United States. Importantly, as entrepreneurs and employees, they
appreciably enhance the American economy.303
Though their assimilation project is essential, immigrants also have linguistic and
cultural backgrounds that are valuable to entrepreneurship. These traditional traits have
allowed them to enrich various communities throughout the United States. For instance,
Ralph Alvarez immigrated to the United States from Cuba during Castro’s conquest. He
claims that his ability to speak Spanish (practically a second language in our nation these
days) has been an asset for him, even after leaving Cuba.304 Moreover, Alvarez’s
background is unique and therefore valuable in the workforce: “One of the reasons I was
recruited was because they wanted Hispanic talent they didn’t have—to bring in leaders
that understood the Hispanic culture and the Hispanic marketplace to take McDonald’s to
the next level in that area.”305 Due to his diverse cultural experiences, Alvarez is able to
relate specifically to the Hispanic market.
In addition to growing immigrant markets, immigrants have revamped
deteriorated areas in which they settle throughout the United States. For example,
Caribbean and African immigrants in Brooklyn’s Brownsville section have stimulated
continual economic growth. Caribbean and African immigrants’ self-employment rate is
20-50% higher than that of blacks born in America.306 Joel Kotkin attributes various
ethnic factors to such neighborhood revivals:
The recovery of such once forlorn places stems largely from the culture of these
new immigrants. Certainly Brooklyn’s infrastructure and location remain the
same as in its long decades of decline. Along with entrepreneurship, the
newcomers from places such as the Caribbean have brought with them a strong
family ethic, a system of mutual financial assistance called susus, and a more
positive orientation to their new place.307
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Furthermore, William Apgar of Harvard’s Joint Center for Housing Studies characterizes
immigrants as eager, ambitious, and hopeful.308
The influence of the immigrant population in Baltimore City, Maryland
demonstrates how demographic shifts, as well as the formation of assorted businesses,
have significantly improved upon certain geographical locations.309 In his Baltimore
Daily Record commentary, Joe Nathanson illustrates the value of multiple cultural
influences on Baltimore City’s development: “Our new neighbors, from many foreign
lands, and their American-born children are reshaping the fabric of our regional
community, adding to its diversity, enterprise and culture, just as other immigrant groups
did in earlier periods of history.”310
Similarly, in Colorado Springs, many immigrants own successful businesses such
as beauty shops, tailors, bakeries, music stores, ethnic groceries, electronics stores, and
start-up tech companies.311 As a result, these groups are influencing the marketplace,
supplying a more comprehensive assortment of products and services to the public, notes
Carol McGraw: “In ever-increasing numbers, first-generation immigrants are changing
the face of entrepreneurism here and providing an ever- wider array of products and
services.”312 Furthermore, Will Temby, president of the Greater Colorado Springs
Chamber of Commerce, recognizes the powerful part played by immigrants in the
market: “They [immigrants] help create a rich community from a cultural standpoint and
are also very meaningful for the marketplace.”313
Many immigrant entrepreneurs enrich our national identity as a melting pot by
offering and selling traditional goods from the countries which they have emigrated to the
American marketplace.314 For example, Ofelia Nieto emigrated from Colombia to the
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United States with her family. Now, two years later, the 39-year-old is an entrepreneur.
Originally, Nieto vended handmade necklaces in California for additional income to pay
for expenses. Her business has since grown and she is now promoting her merchandise at
regional exhibitions, hotels, shops, and over the Internet.315
The rapidly developing Silicon Valley counties of San Mateo and Santa Clara,
California provide further evidence of how immigrants use their specific skill-sets to
shape certain geographic areas and economic sectors. For instance, mainly immigrant
Hispanics and Asians have made up the majority of Silicon Valley, which is the center
for much of the high-technology industry. Immigrants have long contributed (and they
clearly continue to do so) to the technology industry. Stephen Moore of the Cato Institute
observes their undeniably strong influence on the high-tech area of the U.S. economy:
“The high-tech sector of our economy would be radically diminished if we didn’t have
the immigrant talent that we do.”316

CONCLUSION
Despite the examples provided by this paper of underprivileged individuals who
have reaped the benefits of capitalism, some aspects of discrimination continue to surface
today in American society. In “The Possessive Investment in Whiteness: Racialized
Social Democracy and the ‘White’ Problem in American Studies,” George Lipsitz says
that certain American economic and political structures have prevented people of diverse
ethnicities and races from gaining equal access to citizenship and their possessions. 317
Furthermore, Lipsitz maintains that specific policies have created a palpable discrepancy
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between the options open to white people and the choices available to individual
members of marginalized racial groups.318
In particular, Lipsitz cites the Wagner Act and the Social Security Act, products
of the New Deal, as examples of federal programs that have limited access for people of
color to work force security and benefits that are regularly available to white people.319
In addition, he argues that the Federal Housing Act (FHA) of 1934, which made
purchasing a home possible for millions of people by “placing the credit of the federal
government behind private lending to home buyers,” reserved the majority of the loan
money for only American whites.320 However, it is important to recognize that by
acknowledging past injustices, the United States allocates massive sums of money to
remedy any institutional policies that foster inequality.
American economist Walter E. Williams counters Lipsitz’s argument by claiming
people of minority groups’ ancestors often countered separate hurdles previously in the
United States.321 Williams notes that the problems faced by African Americans are no
longer civil rights issues. Instead, the difficulties that challenge racial minorities are
distinct from those of the past322: “In addition to the fact that the problems confronting
blacks today are not civil rights problems is the fact that most of those problems are
entirely new, both in kind and in magnitude” (Williams 410).323
Williams explains that African Americans enjoy the legal rights to which all
citizens are entitled. He further maintains that constitutional rights issues are not the
complete source of the problems encountered by racial minorities: “The civil rights
struggle is over, and it has been won. At one time, black Americans did not have the
same constitutional protections as whites. Now, we do, because the civil rights struggle
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is over and won is not the same as saying that there not major problems for a large
segment of the black community” (“How Not to Be Poor”).324
While Williams suggests that the majority of hardships that African Americans
confront are fully separate from civil rights problems of the past, Lipsitz argues that there
is more racial inequity and deprivation among African Americans than there has been
earlier in the nation’s history. In sharp contrast, Williams asserts that racial equality in
the United States becomes more evident over time. In fact, he rejects Lipsitz’s claim:
“Those who make the argument that discrimination, or what George Lipsitz calls the
‘possessive investment in whiteness,’ explains what we see today should be asked to
explain why those problems were not much worse decades ago when racial
discrimination was a far greater part of American society and black opportunities for
socioeconomic advance remote at best” (Williams 410).325 Presently, the nation remains
devoted to correcting previously established regulations that perpetuate discrimination.
Williams continues to engage in a controversial dialogue with Lipsitz,
highlighting what he sees to be a flawed historical contention:
In the era of slavery and Jim Crow, many more black children lived in two-parent
families. Blacks were more active in the labor market than whites in every census
from 1890 to 1950. In addition, during those times, blacks had a higher rate of
marriage than whites. Given the logic of arguments advanced by such people as
George Lipsitz, internal consistency requires an empirical finding of less racial
discrimination and poverty among blacks during earlier periods—which we all
know is nonsense…This is unless a satisfactory argument can be produced that
proves the effects of slavery and Jim Crowism can skip whole generations and
manifest themselves in people who never experienced them. Slavery and Jim
Crowism, the argument would have to go, cause family breakdown, illegitimacy,
and rampant crime, but they are not likely to have an effect until five or six
generations later.326
Walter Williams does, in fact, acknowledge that remnants of racial inequity continue to
exist. However, he contends that racial discrimination does not, on the whole, account
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for the neediness and deprivation of specific racial groups: “How much does racial
discrimination explain? So far as black poverty is concerned, I’d say little or nothing,
which is not to say that every vestige of racial discrimination has been eliminated”
(Williams, “How Not to Be Poor”).327 Institutionalized discrimination, in and of itself,
no longer exists in Williams’s mind, though he may assert that individual prejudices still
result based upon associations that are made with black culture.
While Williams does not place all racial minorities under this category, he does
suggest that there are aspects of African American culture that encourage certain forms of
immoral behavior. As a black man who was raised in the Philadelphia ghettoes, Williams
sites delinquency, misconduct, and property damage in many minority areas as reasons
for hardship.328 Lipsitz affirms this point, but focuses more on institutional prejudice
than does Williams, explaining the difficulty of African Americans of obtaining loans.329
Specifically, he claims that African Americans with greater earnings have been deprived
of credit more regularly than whites with lesser incomes.330 Moreover, Lipsitz insists that
the small proportion of black property holders to that of white property holders is the
consequence of bank loan unfairness.331
However, net worth is a key factor when determining a person’s
creditworthiness.332 Defined, net worth is the disparity between the worth of assets and
debts possessed. 333 Williams admits that net worth of African Americans and whites
does, in fact, vary considerably. In reality, American blacks have not accrued as many
possessions and capital as have white people in the United States, through labor or
legacy, because of their tragic past. Yet, they have become and continue to be
increasingly eligible for many loans despite differences in their net worth.334 Therefore,
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banks biases, generally, are not responsible for the current racial distinctions in loan
authorization.
Banks intend to approve trustworthy loans in order to make money. Williams
claims that Lipsitz’s argument is based on the notion that banks do not want money from
African Americans: “Banks are in business to earn money. The way they earn money is
to grant reliable loans. Lipsitz’s argument requires that we believe that white banks,
unlike most other businesses, do not like money coming from black hands” (412).335
Williams refuses to believe that banks institutionally discriminate against people of
certain ethnicities. Rather, banks undoubtedly prefer to conduct business with more
successful and stable clients, regardless of their racial or ethnic background.
Instead of holding external forces completely accountable for African American
struggle, Williams realizes the magnitude of internal and individual responsibility: “But
let’s pose a few questions. Is it racial discrimination that stops black students from
studying and completing high school? Is it racial discrimination that’s responsible for the
68 percent illegitimacy rate among blacks?.”336 In reality, racial prejudice has an
extensive history worldwide. Walter Williams recognizes that the United States has
devoted massive amounts of money and vast efforts to take steps toward eradicating bias
and to offset past inequities.337
Williams further discredits Lipsitz’s depiction of African Americans as those who
rely on the government for rescue: “Lipsitz’s portrayal of blacks as victims dependent on
a liberal agenda and government for salvation is both insulting and without merit.”338
Clearly, Williams views such characterizations of an entire race by Lipsitz as demeaning
to a group of individuals. African Americans have made extraordinary progress in a
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relatively short time, and they therefore need to be applauded by the United States rather
than debased: “The scantiest knowledge of history would confirm that black Americans
have made the greatest gains, over some of the highest hurdles, in the shortest span of
time, of any racial group in human history.”339 Treating African Americans as unequal
(as Lipsitz does to some extent) victimizes them, a point that Williams really drives
home.
African American economic and social growth is palpable because it is attainable
within the United States. Individual strength and determination, along with the national
framework of opportunity, enable personal progress. Williams highlights the vast
developments of African Americans in the United States:
On the eve of the Civil War, neither slave nor slaveowner would have believed
these gains possible in a mere century and a quarter, if ever. Such progress
speaks well not only of the sacrifices and intestinal fortitude of people, but also of
a nation in which these gains were possible. Only in America could these gains
have been possible. The real question before us is how to extend these gains to
the black underclass. If we continue to follow the prescriptions of the vision
represented in George Lipsitz’s paper, those gains will remain elusive forever.
(414).340
Notably, these advances were possible in the United States. These developments
demonstrate that our country is constantly evolving by bettering itself and its practices.
Individuals from deprived and/or minority backgrounds can exercise their individual
freedoms, often becoming quite proficient and profitable in America.
Statistics detailing the rising middle class minority population affirms that such
opportunities are available to all. According to the 1999 Bureau of Census assessment,
more than half of black households that had a married couple were middle class, making
at least $50,000. Furthermore, over one quarter of black households that had a married
couple made more than $75,000.341 Walter Williams considers the report’s confirming
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results: “How in the world did these black families manage not to be poor? Did
America’s racists cut them some slack?” (“How Not to Be Poor”).342 At the very least,
racial discrimination is not the sole cause of poverty among African Americans
throughout this nation.
Indeed, black Americans have had significant roles in the United States. For
instance, they have been (and they continue to be) C.E.O.s and leaders of foremost
powerful organizations, heavily influencing the country’s economy, society, and politics.
Moreover, General Colin Powell, an African American, was Joint Chief of Staff of the
most dominant military worldwide.343 Oprah Winfrey self-made her more than 1.4
billion-dollar fortune.344 Visibly, African Americans are often included in the wealthiest,
as well as the most powerful and prominent, public figures across the globe.
Among African Americans and whites, first-generation millionaires are prevalent
in the United States,345 a reality that Lipsitz does not consider. An astounding 80% of
current millionaires in America are first-generation affluent.346 Thus, most of these
millionaires have amassed their fortunes in a single generation.347 In reality, under 20%
of American millionaires inherited money or assets from a trust or an estate.348 More
explicitly, less than a quarter of millionaires have received a gift of at least $10,000 from
their parents, grandparents, or additional family members.349 Ninety-one percent of
millionaires claim to have never inherited more than $1 of control of a family company,
while less than 10% suppose they will ever obtain an inheritance.350
Indeed, resources abound in America for individual advancement and progress,
regardless of one’s skin color. Individual success accounts in the United States validate
the possibility of wealth accumulation in a single generation. In fact, America has always
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been a land of opportunity for those who believe in the fluid nature of our nation’s social
system and enhancing economy. More than one hundred years ago, the same was true to
a certain extent. In 1892, an overwhelming 84 percent of the 4,047 American
millionaires independently earned their wealth (and, thus did not inherit their wealth).351
Despite this successful self-making, such opportunities for minorities and underprivileged
individuals were not nearly as accessible to all people as they are today.
Walter Williams identifies this historically changing opportunity for mobility as
evolutionary. An individual’s current social and financial standing does not necessarily
indicate the status into which he/she was born. Thus, his/her background does not
exclude him/her from entering into certain social or economic ranks.352 There are
countless individual examples of upward mobility in the United States.
Actually, Internal Revenue Service tax data indicates that 85.8% of tax filers
among the lowest fifth in 1979 rose by 1988 to an upper quintile (frequently to the top
quintile).353 The study divides American families into five different socioeconomic
categories. The analysis clearly reveals that there is tremendous upward socio-economic
movement in the United States. Actually, many immigrants who do not yet speak or
understand English comprise those in the bottom fifth socioeconomic class. And,
frequently, they advance from the lower quintile. This advancement suggests that many
of the people in the bottom fifth group are not the same individuals who were in that
quintile at an earlier time. Specifically, there has been a great increase in the African
American middle class.
Walter Williams explains that poverty is not predetermined, 354 and I would agree
that in the United States, there is great income fluidity. Such fluidity continues to be
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documented by numerical data and statistical evidence. One such example is that the
majority of middle class Americans, including African Americans, have been out of
poverty for less than one, two, or three generations.355 On the other hand, downward
income mobility is also possible in an economically flexible system. Specifically, more
than half of those who were a part of the highest 1 percent of income receivers in 1979
were no longer in the elite financial income bracket by 1988.356
Some critics, such as Lipsitz, argue that economic mobility in the United States is
available only to a select few. However, I would refute such statements; because of the
prospects for development in the America, social categories are less predetermined and
fixed.357 No established aristocracy exists in this nation,358 so individuals of all races,
religions, ethnicities, and backgrounds can move frequently from one class to another.
In an egalitarian society, individuals of all cultural, ethnic, economic, religious,
and racial backgrounds benefit from the many opportunities that they are offered.
Although there are some obstacles that challenge individual progress in America, people
have the chance to recreate themselves both professionally and personally. This nation’s
free enterprise system enables social mobility as a result of an individual’s aptitude or
devotion to his/her task. Therefore, unique opportunities for advancement are, as we
have observed throughout this thesis, abundant in the United States of America.
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